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a. 
Introduction

a. Islamic Schools
This book discusses The Islamic Education in the 

netherland. According to Jeroeen Feirabend and Jan 
Rath1, the Netherland is the most favorable place for 
the establishment of Islamic schools. They consider it a 
country that guarantees freedom of education and offer 
the possibility of establishing denominational schools2. 
The reason in dealing with schools containing an Islamic 
Curriculum is that every school, private in its status, has 

1 Jeroen Feirabend and jan rath, “Local Authorities Dealing with 
Islamic Association” in W.A.R Shadid and P.S Van Koningsveld (eds), 
Muslims in the Margin: Political Responses to the Presence of Islam in 
Western Europe (The Hague: Kok Pharos, 1996), p. 257.

2 The Dutch policy toward minorities, known as the pillarization sys-
tem, gives religious groups the right to establish some of their own 
infrastructures, with government subsidies, based on creed. This 
right applies to all the inhabitant of the territory of the Netherland, 
including those who do not posses Dutch nationality. See: W.A.R. 
Shadid and P.S. van Koningsveld, The Religious Freedom and the 
Position of Islam (The Hague: Kok Pharos, 1995) p.19, and Claire 
Dwyer and Astrid Meyer, “The Establishment of Islamic Schools; A 
Controversial Phenomenon in three European Countries” in W.A.R 
Shadid and P.S Van Koningsveld (eds.), p. 227.
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its own Islamic Curriculum which is independent of influ-
ence from the Dutch Government3. 

Different group in Dutch society have the right to 
found the schools on the basis of their religious, ideologi-
cal or educational beliefs4. The Dutch constitution per-
mits religious communities to found private schools of 
their own which are fully subsidized5. Therefore, there are 
no governmental obstacles to the founding of the Islamic 
schools. However, there is one education organization 
under which Islamic schools are co-ordinate namely the 
Islamitishe Schoolen Besturen Organisatie (ISBO)6. At 
the moment, there are thirty-five Islamic primary schools 
under the umbrella of the ISBO (Islamic School Board 
Organization). Some of these schools promote tolerance 
and openness toward other beliefs and cultures, whilst 
other are accused of intolerance and rigidity in their ideas7. 

This last fact reminds us of Professor van Koningsveld’s 
assumption that Islamic schools, in general, have been 
the target of accusations of the dissemination of funda-
mentalist ideas ever since they were established8. It is this 
group of schools with which this thesis is concerned.

Whilst this writing deals with the Islamic education 
curriculum of Islamic primary schools in the Netherland 
it does not attempt to study Islamic primary schools and 
their curricula. Rather, this thesis, offer more scope for 
detailed information based on field research that focus 

3 Ibid., p. 111.
4 www.minocw.nl/english/edusyst/index.htm. Accessed June 2002
5 Claire Dwyer & Astrid Meyer, op. cit., p. 121.
6 W.A.R. Shadid and P.S. Van Koningsveld, The Religious Freedom and 

The Position of Islam, op. cit., p. 122.
7 www.kun.nl/aegee/conference/drriessen. Accessed June 2002.
8 www.news.ncmonline.com, The Netherlands Islamic Education Fuels 

Electoral Debate (NCM Online, Paolo Pontoniere, Feb 21, 2002).
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on three Islamic primary schools affiliated with the ISBO, 
namely: Er-Risèlèh Baisschool, Al-Ghazali Basisschool, 
and As-Shiddieq Basisschool. 

These three schools have been selected as representa-
tive of different categories. My choice was bas on previous 
report on Islamic schools in the Netherland, including the 
recent inspection report “Islamitische schoolen en sosiale 
cohesie” that indicated Al-Ghazali School as one school, 
which highly respected and has a reputation for playing 
positive role in encouraging integration.

As-Siddieq School presented an intriguing challenge 
because it was judged to play positive role as far as the 
main point in education were concerned. The logical im-
plication therefore indicates that in some minor matter 
it was more negative toward integration. I feel that this 
should be examined in depth to judge the truth of this 
statement.

The consideration of the Er-Risèlèh primary school 
because it educational program, according to the Islamic 
school report, element of risk, in that the school is not 
100 per cent behind integration9. 

This thesis attempts to examine the Islamic pri-
mary schools’ curriculum for religious education in the 
Netherland. Therefore, its central aim is to know what 
sort of Islamic education is offered in these particular 
Islamic primary schools. Among the questions that will 
receive close attention are those concerning the extent 
to which teachers of these schools encourage their stu-
dent to be tolerant toward adherents of other religions, 
people with different cultures and ways of life, and how 
educators teach students the necessity of integration with 

9 www.owinsp.nl/producten/rapporten/islamitische_scholen_2002.
pdf,islamitische scholen en sociale cohesie: oct-2002
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Dutch society. In addition, this thesis is also concerned 
with question of whether these schools transmit funda-
mentalist ideas to their pupils. 

Through this study we can find out hoe Islamic educa-
tion in the Netherland offer a positive contribution to the 
integration of open-minded Muslims with Dutch society, 
or the contrary, form an obstacle to such process. 

The discussion of this book is of particular interest 
because it focuses on the religious education curriculum 
of the Islamic primary schools, which is the component 
of their educational program not covered by Dutch school 
inspection investigations. There are technical and formal 
reasons for this omission. Firstly, Dutch school inspec-
tors generally do not have the knowledge necessary to 
analyze Islamic religious education. Secondly, Dutch con-
stitution and legal system admits no state interference in 
religious education, even for publicly funded institutions. 
Therefore, one question to be considered in the conclusion 
of this thesis will concern the extent to which its result 
conforms to the conclusions of the recent inspection re-
port on the same schools. 

Islamic subjects can be grouped into five: Qur’ān, 
Hadīth, ‘ibādah, sira and ‘aqīdah-akhlāq. In many occa-
sions, rigid Islamic thought which was brought by the 
teachers from their countries of origin, influence their 
teaching of all these subjects in the class. Understanding 
how the teachers of those schools influence their student 
to be more tolerant toward other religious communities 
is also an important consideration for this study. This 
thesis will also deal with the question of whether these 
teachers bring their precepts, as already born in their 
mind, to the teaching of their students. Additionally, it is 
important to analyze the textbooks used by the schools 
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in implementing the Islamic education for their primary 
school student. Thus, book analysis, as well as the scope of 
studies and major differences between them, will also be 
discussed in this thesis. 

As previously stated the focus of the discussion has 
been confined to Islamic curriculum of three Islamic pri-
mary schools in the Netherlands. This selection was made 
to make this study more valuable, as detailed analysis of 
all Islamic primary schools was not possible within a lim-
ited time frame. In addition to the three Dutch school’ 
curriculum, one Indonesian Islamic primary school cur-
riculum will also be examined for the purposes of compar-
ison. Additionally, only library research will be conducted 
on the Indonesian Islamic primary school curriculum due 
to a limited time frame and an unreachable field of re-
search. Thus, the methods utilized for this study include 
both library and field research.
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B. 
thE IslamIc 
EducatIon 

currIculum

a. The concept of the Islamic education 
curriculum.
In order to clarify the concept of an Islamic educa-

tion curriculum, we shall start with an explanation of the 
western concept of education, as until now there has been 
no standard concept of an Islamic education curriculum10. 
According to Brameld, there are four concepts of the edu-
cation curriculum: progressivism, essentialism, parenial-
ism and reconstructionism. Progressivism is the view that 
the students are able to overcome every problem opposing 
their development in life. It means that the curriculum 
should not neglect the student’s intelligence, soul, psyche, 
or their environment11. Essentialism is the concept that 
the function of education is to maintain cultural value12. 

10 A. Malik Fadjar, Reorientasi Pendidikan Islam, (Fajar Dunia, Jakarta, 
1999), p.40.

11 In this concept the curriculum should offer subject for every aspect 
of the students including the students’ relationship with other. Ibid.

12 Essentialism is not exclusively Idealism but also Realism. The 
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Perennialism is the concept that the education curricu-
lum should be based on perennial concept; yet, it should 
also offer solutions to particular problems of the current 
period13. Recontrucsionism is a concept which tries to re-
construct new culture in the course of the education pro-
cess14. In other words, the school plays an important role 
in social development through anthropological and socio-
logical approaches15. 

Islamic education curriculum based all of its teaching 
upon the authority of the Qur’ān and Hadīth16. The three 
schools analyzed in this study, as discussed below support 
this theory. However, in holding to both pure sources 
require deep understanding, as some of their concepts 
are only symbolic17. Also modern interpretation of their 
teaching are needed to bridge the gap between the period 
of their origin and the present day18. Thus, it is clear that 
perennialism, at least can easily be applied to an Islamic 
education curriculum as well as that of western forms. 

curriculum according to this concept should enrich the content in 
accordance with modern times. Ibid.

13 Barnadid, Imam, Filsafat Pendidikan, Pengantar Mengenai sistem dan 
Metode, (FIP IKIP, Yogyakarta, 1987) p. 28.

14 Ibid, p.18.
15 This idea tries to avoid doctrinization at school. It stresses ratio-

nal discussion and critical analysis. Ronald Doll. C., curriculum 
Improvement: Decision making and process, (Boston, Allyn and Bacon, 
1974), p. 20.

16 Muhammad Al-Faisal Al-Saud “The Glorious Qur’ān is the 
Foundation of Islamic Education” in Syed Muhammad Al-Naquib 
Al-Attas, Aims and objectives of Islamic Education, (King Abdul Aziz 
University, Jeddah, 1979), p. 126.

17  A. Malik Fadjar, op. cit., p. 40.
18 Johan Meuleman (ed.), “Islam dan Pasca-Modernisasi Dalam 

Pemikiran Mohammed Arkoun” in Johan Hendrik Meuleman, 
tradisi kemodernan dan Metamodernisme: Memperbincangkan 
Pemikiran Mohammed Arkoun, (Titian Ilahi Press: Yogyakarta, 1994), 
pp. 119-120.
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According to Sayyed Hossein Nasr, Islamic education 
should be concerned with the perspective that the teacher 
is not only transmitter of knowledge but also as a trainer 
of soul and personalities. Thus the Islamic education cur-
riculum should aim to provide an environment for the 
total and balance development of every student in every 
sphere of learning such as spiritual, moral, imaginative, 
intellectual, cultural, aesthetic, emotional and physical. 
This holistic approach will assist the student to attain a 
conscious relationship with god, the ultimate purpose of 
man’s life on earth19. It can be understood the Islamic edu-
cation curriculum should not cut off an awareness of the 
humanities or the natural, and social sciences because of 
its role as a guide in contemporary life. Islamic education 
should provide the student with knowledge for life of this 
word and for hereafter. 

Additionally, according to another Muslim author, 
Syed Ali Ashraf, Islamic education should deal with cross-
cultural and inter-faith aspects. It must demonstrate re-
spect for cultural diversity and pluralism. It should aim 
to avoid increasing xenophobia, racial and cultural intol-
erance and prejudice, isolationism and misconception of 
other cultures. The curriculum should aim to encompass 
a global dimension and extend the horizons of student in 
all areas of the curriculum; this will also assist in under-
standing the contribution of all civilizations to the devel-
opment of mankind20. 

Another concept concerns character and ethical val-
ues. Here, students need role models to demonstrate 

19 S.A. Ashraf, new horizons in Muslim Education, (Hodder and Stougton 
the Academy, Cambridge, Great Brtain, 1995), p. 39.

20 Syed Sajjad Hussain and Syed Ali Ashraf, crisis in Muslim Education: 
(Jeddah: Hodder and Stougton, 1979), pp. 77-79.
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appropriate Islamic behavior21. In brief, the concept of 
Islamic education should prepare young people to become 
true Muslims who act in accordance with God’s will, striv-
ing to embody the divine attributes in conducting their 
lives22. In addition, people who embody, as far as their ca-
pacity allows, the qualities of reason, intellect, intelligence 
and understanding in people of insight, discrimination 
and physiological awareness, able to resist unconscious 
negative impulses and responses and assume conscious 
control of their own development23. An Islamically based 
education should prepare the student to be well-rounded 
individual who shows balanced development and toler-
ance to other. This person will be able to build bridge of 
mutual understanding and goodwill between people of 
different cultures and tradition24.

b. The Scope of the Islamic Education 
Curriculum
There are many field of study within Islamic educa-

tion such as the Qur’ān, Hadīth (Muhammad’s tradition), 
Sira (The Prophet’s life), Fiqh (Islamic Jurisprudence), 
Sahābah’s uswa (Example of the Prophet Companion), 
Ijma, Qiyas and Ijtihād, as well as Islamic history25. There 
are also some fundamental teaching in Islam, such as 
tawhīd (Monotheism) which centre Allah as the creator 

21 Syed Sajjad Hussain and Syed Ali Ashraf, crisis in Muslim Education: 
(Jeddah: Hodder and Stougton, 1979), pp. 77-79.

22  Ibid.
23  Ibid.
24  Ibid.
25 T. Sultan, Islamization of Education, (Makkah: Umm ‘Al-Qura 

University’s Centre for Reaserch in Islamic Education, 1995), p. 56.
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and Master of the earth26. God himself stated in the Qur’ān 
that He is the only one to be worshiped and to whom one 
may ask for help27. With respect to tawhīd, Muslims tes-
tify not only in tongue, but also in the depth of the heart, 
that God is worthy of adoration. All aspect of Islamic 
education can be found in tawhīd. It informs Muslim of 
their relationship with God, their environment, and with 
others28. It also teaches Muslim they have been created 
to worship Allah and to be His Khalīfa endorsing good-
ness and rejecting evil29. Another fundamental teaching is 
akhlāq (virtue). It is regarded as the centre of the Islamic 
curriculum30. It is the soul of Islamic education31. Other 
basic teachings of Islam are: belief in Allah. His angels, 
prophets, the books, and hell and the hereafter32.  

The scope of Islamic education curriculum has been 
mentioned. It is also necessary to explain the aim of 

26 H. Behesti, Basic teaching of Islam, (Islamic Centre Humburg, 1996), 
p.17.

27 Qur’ān Sūra Al-Fātiha, 5 and in Sūra Al-Ikhlās state that “He is Allah 
the one. He Begets not, nor was begotten, and there is none co-equal 
or comparable unto him”.

28 Majid Irsan Al-Kaylani, Filsafat Al-tarbiya Al-Islamiya, (Maktab Hadi, 
Mecca, 1988), p. 374.

29 Man’s relationship with other is to establish justice, to have respect 
for life, property, and dignity, to develop sound character and to shoe 
religious tolerance. Ibid.

30 Akhlāq is the centre of the Islamic curriculum because it is the soul 
of the Islamic education. Hasan Langgulung, Asas-Asas Pendidikan 
Islam, (Pustaka Al-Husna, Jakarta, 1987), p. 34.

31 The meaning of virtuous behavior here is behavior in accord with 
human existence. Human being are granted the highest capacity of 
all living creatures creature, plant or animal. This behavior is not 
theoretical but also implemented within daily life to form good re-
lationship. See, Mohamed. Atiyah Al-Brasy, Al-tarbiyah fi Al-Islam, 
(Al-Majlis Al-A’ala lil syūn Al-Islamiyah, Qahira, 1961, p. 10.

32 Abd. Halim El-Muhammady, Pendidikan Islam Peranannya Dalam 
Pembangunan ummah, (Persatuan Bekas Mahasiswa Islam Timur 
Tengah, Kuala Lumpur, 1994), p. 71.
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Islamic education based on the Qur’ān. In principle, the 
purpose of Islamic education and the purpose of hu-
man beings are similar33. Therefore, student of Islam, it 
is hoped will understand their instruction on Islam, this 
will enhance their belief and assist them to carry out the 
syari’a in their day-today living34. 

The Islamic education curriculum should be designed 
to meet the aims mentioned above. It must be able to 
produce Muslim student able to identify, understand and 
then work cooperatively to solve the problem faced in 
their community and the word. In addition, it must en-
compass and engage their spiritual, emotional, social, in-
tellectual, and physical selves.

33 Syahminan Zaini, Prinsip-Prinsip Dasar konsepsi Pendidikan Islam, 
(Kalam Mulia, Jakarta, 1986), p. 35.

34 Buku Teks Pendidikan Agama, Dasar-Dasar Agama Islam, (Bulan 
Bintang, Jakarta, 1984),
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c. 
thE ducth IslamIc 

EducatIon 
currIculum

a. The Indonesian Islamic Primary School 
Curriculum
Indonesian Islamic primary schools are called 

Madrasah Ibtidaiyah (MI). These schools exist in almost 
every province and region in Indonesian35. Many Muslim 
parents send their children to an MI instead of a National 
school as it provides subject different from those of 
pesantrens (Muslim Boarding Schools) and State Primary 
School (SD). Pesantrens concentrate their curriculum 
and studies merely on religion. Moreover, the studies 

35 www.depag.net/depag1999/. Department Agama Republik 
IndonesiaDirektorat Jenderal Pembinaan Kelembagaan Agama 
Islam Direktorat Pembinaan Perguruan Agama Islam, nationwide 
Summary of MIN 1998-1999. Accessed July 2002.
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are not organized as a progression of courses leading to 
graduation. The chief aim of their Islamic teaching is to 
provide the student with Islamic knowledge. Conversely, 
State Primary School provides only a limited amount of 
Islamic religious education. Islamic Primary Schools of-
fer both Islamic education and secular subject. In addi-
tion, the studies are organized to lead onto further study. 
Thus Islamic Primary Schools are places where students 
are trained, not only on Islamic teachings, but also on the 
sciences. Their purpose is to balance religious studies and 
general sciences36. 

Islamic Primary Schools, in Indonesia, are divided 
into two types: private and non-private. Private Islamic 
Primary Schools are schools organized by socio-religious 
organization37. Some MI associations at present still ap-
ply a traditional curriculum, proving students with only 
religious studies38. Therefore, most students who gradu-
ate from these schools find difficulty in containing their 
study to higher level, such as in Islamic Secondary School 
(MTsN) or Senior High School (SMP). As private MI certif-
icates are not recognized. The government does not have 
power to interfere with these schools affair’s as they pro-
vide their funding and curriculum.

Most modern private MI at the moment have changed 
their educational curriculum. The students not only learn 
religion but also undertake a general education learning 
subject as Mathematics, Sport, English, language, natural 
science and so on. 

Some MI are partially dependent on the government, 

36 Ditjen Bimas Islam Departement Agama, Buku Pedoman Guru 
Madrasah, (Jakarta 1978/1979). P.1.

37 Some of the Muslim organization in Indonesia are Nahdatul Ulama 
(NU) and Muhammadiyah.

38 Ditjen Bimas Islam,. loc. cit.
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whether in funding or in their curricula39. These types of 
MI commonly apply the curriculum as designed by the 
Department of Religious Affair during the day, with its 
own curriculum in the evening. 

Non-private MI are dominated by the Department 
of Religious Affair. These schools are fully funded by the 
government and use a curriculum designed by the gov-
ernment. Additionally, all state-funded Islamic Primary 
schools, private or non-private follow the Islamic cur-
riculum approved by the Department of Religious Affair, 
namely the 1994/1995 curriculum, stipulating ten hour for 
Islamic religious teaching per week, with each subject tak-
ing two hours40. Most Islamic Primary School teacher have 
been educated to the diploma level at the GPAI (Islamic 
teacher training institution). These prepare Islamic reli-
gious teacher for Islamic primary school or national pri-
mary schools, established in 199841. Before this school 
existed, most teacher had been educated at PGA (Islamic 
teacher training), which is the same level as Islamic Senior 
High School, or MA (Madrasah Aliyah). In addition, some 
were also educated at the Islamic State Institute (IAIN). 
These teachers were trained to use an Islamic education 
curriculum approved by the Department of Religious 
Affair on December 22 1993 for use in Indonesian Islamic 
Primary Schools42. Based on the decree of the Department 
of Religious Affair number 372/1993, Islamic subject are 

39 Madrasah in Indonesian are divided into two types: Traditional and 
modern. The traditional are not funded by the government, and the 
modern-private madrasah are partly funded by the government.

40 Kurikulum Pendidikan Dasar Berciri Khas Agama Islam (Garis-garis 
Besar Program Pengajaran) Madrasah Ibtiaiyah, Departemen Agama 
RI Direktorat Jenderal Pembinaan Kelembagaan Agama Islam, 
Jakarta 1994/1995.

41  www.Arraniry.freehosting.net/tarbiyah.htm. Accessed July 2002.
42  Kurikulum Pendidikan Dasar Berciri Khas Agama Islam, op. cit. p. 

18.
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to be taught: Aqīdah-akhlāk, Islam, Qur’ān and Hadīth, 
‘ibādah, Arabic, and Islamic history. The following 
describes each subject for the entire six-year program:

1. ‘Aqīdah (faith).

This subject teaches students the six pillars of belief: 
believe in God and to know His attributes; belief in the 
angel and to know their name; belief in the prophets and 
to know their names, belief in the books revealed to the 
prophets such as Zabur, Taurah, Bible and Qur’ān; and be-
lief in predestination (qad and qada).

2. Akhlāk (behavior).

The basic aims of this subject are to teach the student 
to be high-minded in daily life and to avoid from bad be-
havior. It also instruct the student in appropriate behav-
ior toward parents, elders, friends, other living creatures 
such animal and plants, as well as behavior to those in so-
cieties (non-Muslim religion).

3. Qur’ān and Hadīth.

The aims of these subjects are to enable student to 
read and understand the meaning of their short sūras 
and some verses. In addition, the students must under-
stand the meaning of Hadīth and apply their teaching in 
practice.

The main topic in lesson on Qur’ān and Hadīth in-
clude: the Creator and Creatures (recognizing Allah, the 
creation of Angels, Allah’s message to His Creatures; the 
prophet, and the Qur’ān : some Qurānic Parables and its 
miracles), previous holders of the Divine Message before 
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Muhammad and their messages; faith and religion; the 
word of Islam and Muslims, unbelievers, people of the 
book; and attitudes toward other religions.

4. Islamic History.

The aims of this subject are to provide the students 
with the instructions brought  by the prophet, to learn 
about the life of Muhammad and to understand that the 
prophet is a paragon of virtue to the people.

The main discussion on this subject encompasses the 
life of the prophet and their people. The life of the prophet 
Muhammad includes the early spread of Islam, and some 
of the early battles such as Badr and Uhud.

5. ‘Ibāda (worship).

The main topic discussed under ‘ibada include: salā 
(the order, times and recitation involved in the daily 
prayers, as wee as the Jum’a, sunna, jināza, qasr, tarāwīh 
and witr), Ramadhan (including its origins, purpose and 
significance), charity (including its origins, definition, 
amount of payment, its purpose and significance), the 
hajj and the umra pilgrimage (including their definition, 
origin, methods, purpose and significance, and the ka’ba).

6. Arabic language.

This subject requires student to memorize 300 Arabic 
word and expressions. In addition, the student must be 
able to understand the element of Arabic grammar, such 
as isim (noun) including singular, plural, masculine and 
feminine. Additionally, the students must also under-
stand the grammatical structures of the fī-al al-mudārī’ 
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(inperfective), al-mādī (past tense), harf al –jarr, and some 
zarf al-makān (adverb of place). 

The aims of Islamic education at MI, can be catego-
rized into those which are general and those which are 
specific. The general aim is to allow the students to un-
derstand all the basic concept of Islamic education. The 
specific aim is to prepare the students with a moral code 
in accordance with the Qur’ān and Hadīth. This code 
will prepare the students to share their Muslim identity 
with any religious community, and to create responsible 
Muslim within their communities43. Ultimately, though, 
Islamic education aims to prepare the students higher 
level of Islamic study in MTsN (Madrasa Tsanawiyah)44.

b. The Dutch Islamic Primary Schools 
Curriculum
ISBO (Islamitische Scholen Besturen Organisatie) 

is the representative board of the Islamic schools in 
Netherland45. It was established an officially accredited 
by the Dutch government in 1994. The organization fully 
funded by the government to maintain the educational 
service of Islamic schools. In light of its managerial pol-
icy, the ISBO has no interference from the Dutch govern-
ment. Autonomy is fully given to this board to organize 
the way it manages its internal affair based on its religious 
and cultural ideas. 

The government respects this right in full. The term 

43 Ditjen Pembinaan Kelembagaan Agama Islam,  strategi Pembelajaran 
Kurikulum Madrasah 1994 (Jakarta: Departemen Agama RI, 1997).

44 Ibid.
45 It is located aat Fakkelstede 2 3430 AP Nieuwegein.
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for this “respect” is “verzuiling”. “Verzuiling”, is a very 
typical Dutch concept meaning “pillarization”. It was 
prominent in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries 
and meant that various Dutch religious communities, 
Protestant or Roman Catholic, plus working class people 
with social-democratic aspirations were able to achieve, 
each in their own turn, a respected place in Dutch soci-
ety and the state. They did this by developing their own 
cultural, labor and political organization46. As a result of 
pillarization, the government deals only on a limited basis 
with these institution, such a teachers, assurance, traffic 
safety, and risk of public disorder. In addition, the govern-
ment has right to evaluate the quality of education offered 
at school in the Netherland47. As far as Islamic education 
concerned, the ISBO deals only with the school the areas 
of teachers, salaries and building utilities. In addition, 
it is also responsible to provide information concerning 
Islam to non-Muslim teachers who are teaching at Islamic 
schools48. 

At present, there are thirty-seven Islamic Schools un-
der ISBO supervision. This number includes two Islamic 
Secondary Schools. According to ISBO staff, the Islamic 
schools in the Netherland, and is concerned only with 
the schools’ administrative device. For instance, it has 
instructed all staff of Islamic Schools to set up and docu-
ment their fundamental provision concerning the schools’ 
management structure, policies, mission statement, as 
well as its education aims. In addition it tests the Islamic 
teachers’ qualification on basis knowledge of Islam before 

46 Johan Hendrik Meuleman, “Headscarves, Homosexuals, and Imams 
in the Netherland”, ISIM Newletter, 8 (September 2001) original 
and title “headscarves, Homosexuals, and Imams, the Netherland 
between verzualing and laicitè”,p. 33.

47 Interview with Rasit Bal, an ISBO staff member, on November 2002.
48 Ibid.
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they are permitted to teach on Islamic schools49. 

For the purpose of education in Islamic schools in the 
Netherland, the Islamic School Board (ISBO) has deigned 
these basic principles of education:

1. Every student is a good human being.

2. School is an appropriate place to build up stu-
dents’ characters.

3. Teachers and parent must be role models for the 
students.

4. Students are obliged to undergo Islamic education 
and to perform its teaching in their daily lives.

5. A good education is supported by peaceful 
circumstance.

6. Every student has talent.

7. The schools’ teachers are obliged to develop the 
students’ ability to be alert to receive a Dutch 
view of life. In multicultural societies, it is the 
duty to give one respect and tolerance to adher-
ents of other religions.

8. The Islamic value of integrity, tolerance, and broth-
erhood are the central elements in education.

9. The teachers are responsible to teach the students 
on the principle that all people are equal50.

The IPC (Islamitisch pedagogisch Centrum) is an in-
stitution for the education service of the ISBO. This board 
was established in 1999. Its works are accountable to the 
ISBO, as it is fully funded by the ISBO. In dealing with 
Islamic education, the IPC’s main concern is to ask every 

49  Ibid. 19 December 2002.
50  ISBO booklet.
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Islamic Schools in the Netherland to dedicate least three 
hour in a week for Islamic teaching. The school teach-
ers freely run the days and times that they consider ap-
propriate. In addition, the IPC has also stipulated which 
Islamic subject, along with their general material are to 
be taught. These are: Qur’ān, Hadīth, aqīdah, akhlā, in-
troduction to Islam, teacher in Islam, the Islamic way to 
raise children, Islam and fundamentalism, tolerance with 
non-Muslim, sex education, and the theory of evolution, 
worship in Islam, leisure activities, Islamic feast day, and 
fasting in Ramadan51. The IPC has provided some simple 
booklets and books for a basis understanding of Islam 
namely: Mijn Aglaaq, Pedagogische, Regels op de Islamitische 
Basisschol, Verzen en overleveringen over de maand Ramadan 
en het vasten, and Ramadan boekje. These books are sold to 
Islamic Primary Schools as reference for the basis teach-
ing of Islam52. 

To date, neither the IPC nor ISBO has designed a 
standard Islamic religious curriculum for Islamic educa-
tion in the Netherland. Every school manages its Islamic 
education on the basis of its own ideology and beliefs. 
The schools are free to determine what is taught and how. 
What is more, the schools are free to choose the textbooks 
and the material in a way they see fit. In short, all Islamic 
schools’ curricula and books are different from each oth-
er. To date, the teachers of Islam in schools have not dis-
cussed their Islamic source material with either the ISBO 
or IPC53. 

51 IPC booklet, Voor een betere identiteit op uw school.
52 Interview with ISBO staff (Rasit Bau) on December 2002.
53 According to ISBO staff that some of the Islamic materials offered on 

the schoolbooks still need revision and analysis as the material con-
sidered too comprehensive and improper to be given to elementary 
student. Ibid.
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As result, it appears that the transmission of Islamic 
knowledge seems to be questioned by the external agents, 
particularly, the education inspectorate54. Accordingly, 
the media often focus on the ISBO and IPC. 

The Islamic school board organization hoped to be an 
intermediary between the schools in order to find a bet-
ter balance between the transmission of Islamic value and 
the students’ ability to participate in Dutch society55. In 
fact, the ISBO and IPC attempted to solve this problem by 
holding a meeting among the Islamic religious teachers. 
They proposed the formulation of a unified ideological 
perspective in Islamic teaching and the creation of a stan-
dard Islamic curriculum for all Islamic primary schools 
in the Netherland. However, it was not to come about as 
disagreements between participants occurred. These dis-
agreements arouse each teacher preferred to teach Islamic 
subject based on their perspective56. Another difficulty 
was a participants’ inability to speak Dutch. As a result, a 
final decision about the standard Islamic curriculum was 
not to reach. Thus the IPC has not done its job yet in stan-
dardizing the Islamic religious educational curriculum for 
Islamic primary school in the Netherland. 

From analyzing the primary school education poli-
cies of the Netherland and Indonesian government, it is 
clear that there are differences in their attitudes toward 
an Islamic education curriculum. The major difference is 
the reference of its rules. In general, the Indonesian gov-
ernment designs the curriculum and the textbooks as 
well as school equipments. Therefore it can be assumed 
that all curricula use by Islamic schools is the same, in 
content, and in implementation. On the contrary, in the 

54  Ibid.
55  Interview with ISBO staff (Rasit bal) on 19 December 2002.
56  Ibid.
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Netherland, the umbrella of ISBO has not designed a 
standard Islamic curriculum and it only provides a limited 
number of materials. Consequently, every Islamic school 
design its own curriculum based on teachers’ perspective 
on Islam. In addition, according to the ISBO staff, only a 
few teachers of Islam were involved in the design of the 
Islamic curriculum reference to the general problems 
posed by the ISBO and IPC57. Another difference result 
from the centralization of all educational policy making 
in Indonesia, in the Netherland, the tradition of “verzuil-
ing” has allowed interested parties a greater of freedom in 
localized decision-making. 

The background of also contributes to the differences 
in attitude to curricula formation. In Indonesia, almost all 
Islamic teachers have been educated in training colleges 
for Islamic primary schoolteacher. At these schools, they 
have learned the relevant basis teachings of Islam. Hence, 
transmission of the Islamic values is not prone to overt 
influence by the teacher’s own belief because teaching 
materials have been formulated according to government 
standards. By contrast, in the Netherland most teachers 
of Islam come from difference countries. They have, thus, 
been educated in different field of study. Furthermore, 
only some of the teachers have had a background in 
Islamic education. Many of Islamic teachers were born in 
the Netherland, and thus they have a limited knowledge of 
Islam, as there are not many places they can attain this in-
formation. Those who have been educated in a country of 
Muslim majority have not always been educated in Islamic 
education as a field of study. They do not a have specific 
knowledge and pedagogic science necessary for teaching 
Islam to elementary students. As a result, it is quite pos-
sible that the teachers of Islam teach the students based 

57  Ibid.
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on a perspective influence by a form of Islam practiced in 
the Netherland or in their country of origin, which will 
differ from teachers with other background.58

58 Ibid.
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d. 
dEscrIPtIon oF thE 

IslamIc school 
and Its rElIGIous 

currIculum In thE 
nEthErland

There are many Muslim immigrants in the Netherland 
who come from countries as diverse such as Morocco, 
Turkey, Suriname and Indonesia59. They have imported 
their languages and cultures and introduced new religion 
beliefs since their arrival60. As Muslims in the Netherlands, 
they have found an environment that is far different from 
that of their countries of origin. Therefore, in order to 
maintain their cultural values, these Muslims have created 
a specific space of expression such as education facilities 
in their mosques and schools61. By creating such institu-
tions they hope to establish a social structure and identity 
as a Muslim community within a non-Muslim society62. 

59 J.J.G. Jansen, Inleiding tot de Islam, (Coutinho bv, The Hague, 1987), 
p. 158.

60 www.international.metropolis.net/events/rotterdam/papers/18_
Driessen.htm. Date accessed July 2002.

61 W.A.R. Shadid and P.S. Van koningsveld, The integration of Islam and 
hinduism in Western Europe, (Kok Pharos: The Hague, 1991), p. 3.

62 Ibid.
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The Netherland consist of plural societies where no 
single from of culture, faith, or ideology is dominant over 
other63. Moreover, within the Netherland, there are some 
Muslim groups who are more rigorous then other. This 
stricter adherence to religion has been deeply ingrained 
before immigration to Netherlands64. By founding Islamic 
schools such Muslims are trying to defend themselves 
against, the perceived, detrimental, influences of Dutch 
society. They have presumed that Netherland society and 
Islam are not alike65. 

In view of these attitudes, within the Dutch Muslim 
community, a number of observes have supposed that all, 
or at least some, of the Islamic schools in the Netherland 
have been create with the intent of isolation and segre-
gation instead of integration with the Dutch society. In 
other word, founding Islamic schools was merely for 
ideological and political aims rather than religious one66. 
Moreover, it has been argued that at least some of these 
schools have received financial support from aboard with 
the purpose of maintaining and supporting a particular 
identity in a school67. 

This thesis aims at verifying to what extent these 
assumptions are true. As explained in the introduction, 
this question will be answered trough an analysis of the 

63 Jacques Waardenburd ”The Institutionalization of Islam in the 
Netherland, 1961-8” Tomas Gerholm and Georg Lithman (eds), The 
new Islamic Precence in Western Europe, (Mansell Publising Limited: 
London and New York, 1998), p. 24.

64 The Muslim group mentioned specially in Moroccan commu-
nity in the Netherland. Quoted from W.A.R. Shadid and P.S. Van 
Koningsveld (eds.), Political Participation and Identities of Muslim in 
non-Muslim states, Kok Pharos: The Hague 1998), p. 37.

65 J.J.G. Jansen, Inleidingtot de Islam, op. cit.
66 www.Kun.nl/aegee/conference/driesen. Accessed Augustus 2002.
67 P.S. Van Koningsveld in www. Mw.nl/hotpost/netherland020221.

htm. Accessed Augustus 2002. 
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Islamic religious education curriculum of three schools, 
the Er-Risêlêh Basisschool, the As-Siddieq Basisschool 
and the Al-Ghazali Islamitische Basisschool.

a. Er-Risêlêh Basisschool68

The school’s name was taken from Arabic word means 
“letter”69. When Muslim began to arrive in Leiden, they 
wanted to build a milieu where their chidren could learn 
the Islamic values of character building with īmān and 
method of self-defence from the surrounding negative 
influences of non-Muslim majority. Muslim parent felt 
that there was extremely limited room provide for in the 
Netherlands. Moreover, they were discontent with the 
quality of the existing schools especially their religious in-
struction70. They were afraid of their children losing their 
identity as Muslims71. Furthermore, Muslim parent were 
concerned with finding a school more appropriate to their 
needs, in which to enroll their children72. Muslims parents 

68 The data on the subject of this school was obtained through observa-
tions and interviews with some teachers of Islam and the headmas-
ter, who is also teacher of Islamic religious studies, which were con-
ducted in June and July of 2002. From the first visit to the last, the 
data received concerns the background of school, the teachers, the 
students, as well as the Islamic religious curriculum together with 
the material used in Islamic teaching and its learning process. The 
school is situated in Leiden at Stadhoudersland.

69 Schoogids 2001-2002, Isl. Basisschool Er-Risêlêh, (2001-2002), p. 
3. However this term also indicate a “Mission”. The mission is to 
convey Islamic religious values in accordance with the teaching of 
the Qur’ān and Hadīth. Answering the call for the truth is the re-
sponsibility of every Muslim. Its purpose is to provide the children 
with Islamic values that can enrich their identity. Interview with the 
headmaster of the school (A. Queslati) on 3 July 2002.

70 Ibid.
71 Ibid.
72 Another difficult experienced by Muslim families was that Christian 
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demanded Islamic schools where Islamic instruction was 
taught in the Netherland. They argued that Christian 
communities in the Netherland have their own schools: 
therefore, Muslims should be able to have their own as 
well73. 

From 1922 to 1992 the Er-Risêlêh Basisschool build-
ing was a Christian school. It was planned to be closed due 
to a diminishing  number of Christian student. However, 
some Muslim parents asked the Dutch municipal gov-
ernment if they could use the building. This request was 
granted and the building was given to those Muslims 
parents and renovated to be an Islamic primary school in 
1992. It was renamed Er-Risêlêh. 

The creation of this school cause much conjecture 
amongst the Dutch community. It was assumed that this 
school would contribute negatively to Dutch society. This 
assumption was based on a European tendency to believe 
that Islam is an inadequate religion and promotes eth-
nocentrism that tends to constrain rather than integrate 
Muslims with Dutch74. This opinion was discussed bellow. 

In the school year 2001-2002, there were 103 stu-
dents and twelve teachers75. The students’ ethnic groups 
were varying. Yet, most students had already become 
Dutch national even though their origins were mainly 
Turkish, Moroccan, Tunisian, Iraqi and Algerian. The 

schools, which Muslim parent found better than secular school, 
were not obligated to accept Muslim children. Muhammad Khalid 
Masud “Religious and Mass Education” in Johan Meuleman (ed.), 
Islam in the Era of Globalization Muslim Attitudes toward Modernity 
and Identity, (Routledge Curzon, London, new York, 2002), p. 243.

73 Interview with headmaster (A. queslati) on 3 July 2002.
74 W.A.R. Shadid and P.S. Van Koningsveld, The Integration of Islam and 

hinduism in Western Europe, (Kok Pharos: The Netherland, 1991), p. 
11.

75 Schoogids 2001-2002, Isl. Basisschool, op. cit, p.3.
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students were not just local to Leiden but also came from 
the neighboring town of Rijnsburg, Sassenheim, Lisse, 
Noordwijk, Katwijk, Voorschoten, Zoetermeer, and oth-
ers. The students are divided into eight groups; the young-
est children, whose age is around five or six are put in the 
first through to the fourth groups, while those aged from 
seven to fourteen groups five through to eight. 

There are 12 teachers, 9 female and 3 male teach-
ers. The teachers’ ethnic origin is also diverse. Some are 
Surinamese, Moroccan, Turkish, and Algerian, however, 
most teachers are Dutch. In contrast to the students, not 
all the teachers are Muslim. Generally, non-Muslim teach-
ers are employed for non-religious studies such as math, 
sport, language, and social studies. This school employs 
non-Muslim teachers because of the difficulty in find-
ing Muslim teacher who are able to teach those subjects. 
Unfortunately, there are not many Muslims are educated 
in the relevant fields for primary education76. In addition, 
many Muslim teachers who come from Muslim coun-
tries have not been educated in Islamic schools. Some 
have found that their qualification are not recognize in 
the Netherland as their Dutch, the official language used 
in the teaching and learning process, is not up to a high 
enough standard77. 

With regard to Islamic teaching, this school has de-
signed its own religious education curriculum without 
any intervention from the ISBO or the IPC. This is because 
the ISBO, until now, has not devised a standard Islamic 

76 The headmaster of this school would highly appreciate if the teachers 
are all Muslim. Ibid.

77 In this school, there are some teachers that have already trained in 
NT-2 Netherland als 2e taal, (Netherland as a second language) This 
school train the school teachers to be able to communicate in Dutch. 
Ibid.
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educational curriculum for primary schools78. Hence, this 
school has its own curriculum and materials used in the 
Islamic teaching and learning process. However, accord-
ing to the headmaster of school, the curriculum is not 
considered fixed or static and requires periodic evaluation 
and changes to keep improving79. As previously stated, 
the teacher’s primary references are based on the Islamic 
values in the Qur’ān and hadīth. However, the teacher’s 
attitude suggests that the values in both of these funda-
mental sources should be connected to the contemporary 
situation. In other word, they need deep interpretation to 
indentify meaning with reference to society. To be more 
precise, the teachers do not teach their student based on 
their textual understanding of the Qur’ān and hadīth80. 
For instance, as a Hadīth relates that if finds a thorn in the 
street, he or she is obliged to remove it in order to avoid 
it causing harm to anybody else. However, in his case, the 
thorn is analogous to other thing which might be injuri-
ous to other81. So the teacher will explain this hadīth in 
reference to a situation familiar to the student. 

The teachers of this school not only stress merely for 
its ritual, which aims to give the students a solid underpin-
ning in their faith, but also to for its guidance with rules 
of social behavior. The Islamic instruction given to the 
students is a form of self-defence from the negative influ-
ence of an external destructive moral environment on the 
student’s character. This does not mean that the teacher 
instruct the student to stay away from those who are 
considered a moral threat to the Muslim students82. But 

78  Ibid.
79  Ibid.
80  Ibid.
81  Ibid.
82 The teachers of Islam and student parents are encourage to un-

acceptable behavior such as sexual freedom, gambling, alcohol 
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rather, it is to protect students from exposure to a social 
life considered intolerable to Islamic norms. Additionally 
students are not taught that Islam is the only true mono-
theistic religion and that those who are not Muslim will 
go to hell and must be segregated83. Besides, the students 
do not claim that the Islamic religion is the only religion 
true behind the God and those who are not Muslim would 
go to hell and must segregated84.

Alternatively, the teachers introduce the students to 
the idea that Islam is the religion of “rahma”85. The teach-
er of Islam does not indoctrinate their students against 
having non-Muslim friends. But rather, encourage their 
students to assimilate with people of other belief system 
despite their religion86. The aim of this ideology is to ex-
press Islam as a peaceful religion and one against hostil-
ity. Furthermore, the teachers impress upon the students 
the hope that throughout this assimilation the students 
may gain valuable insight into Dutch culture, but from an 
Islamic point of view. The teachers communicated that 
Dutch people indeed perform and act according to Islamic; 

consumption, immodest dress and illicit drugs. However, they should 
not discourage students from making friends with other from a soci-
ety which displays these behaviors. Ibid.

83  Ibid.
84  Ibid.
85 The word “rahma” here means that students should respect non-

Muslim society. The students should also help each other and re-
spect their elders. In addition to this, the teacher does not forbid the 
students from being friends with non-Muslims. In brief, the teacher 
attempts to encourage students to integrate with Dutch society. Ibid.

86 Assimilation could be done through a variety of activities: sports 
programs and group outings to encouraging friendship with other 
Muslim children that can enrich children’s social life. The purpose of 
this process is for the Muslim children to seek social acceptance. It 
will help the Muslim children dispel feelings of loneliness and isola-
tion. Ibid.
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these values are often rarely found in Muslim countries87. 
For instance, being punctual, keeping promise, respecting 
human rights, loving other living creatures, and respect-
ing women, disciplines, and many other attribute that 
contribute to the student’s daily life88.  However, there are 
other less positive values in Dutch culture, which are not 
supported by Islamic religious values, such as alcohol con-
sumption and sexual freedom. Yet, these case, the Islamic 
teachers do not encourage their student to blame the 
Dutch people or claim they are not good people. Rather, 
the teachers aim to explain to that this is an alternative, 
Dutch, of life and must be respected89. 

The ultimate aim of Islamic religious education is to 
provide the students with a sound basis of Islamic values 
in other that they graduate with the ability to behave to 
those values90. The teacher strongly reminds the student 
that those Islamic values must be applied to daily life.

In view of the limited time provided for religious 
education, the teachers formulated the policy that some 
aspects of Islamic religious study should be applied at 
school, such as praying while in school (zuhr prayer). 
Thus, the students learn several crucial elements in per-
forming, for example, the salā (prayer), with its obligatory 
ablutions and routine. In performing the ablutions, the 
students need to know that their function is not only a 
condition for performing the salā, but also gives a feeling 
of cleanliness or refreshment91. The last mentioned aspect 
of religious education at Er-Risèlèh reveals an interesting 
similarity to the “functionalization” of Islamic religious 

87  Ibid.
88  Ibid.
89  Ibid., 18 July 2002.
90  Ibid.
91  Ibid.
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education observed by Gregory Starrett in Egyptian pub-
lic schools.

Functionalization refers to processes of trans-
lation in which intellectual objects from one dis-
course come to serve the strategic or utilitarian 
ends of another discourse. This translation not only 
places intellectual object in new field of significance, 
but also radically shifts the meaning of their initial 
context92.

In addition, the students are taught how to perform 
adhān, aqāmah and imām of salā. The purpose of this is to 
create a feeling of responsibility. In this case, the students 
take in turn to imām and perform the adhān. Indirectly, 
the students feel that they have a great responsibility for 
their friends as imām and Mueezin in the salā. Another 
Islamic value implemented within school hours is that 
both students and Islamic teachers must behave in accor-
dance with the Islamic teachings. For example, they have 
to greet each other with “al-salam ‘līkum” when entering 
the class. Moreover, at the beginning of the class, the stu-
dents are obliged to recite al-fatihā . these habits must 
be practiced in other to get used to applying the Islamic 
teaching values. 

Through this discussion we arrive at the conclusion 
that the aim of Islamic education at this school is not to 
inculcate students with hatred toward non-Muslim, but 
rather to provide the student with Islamic religious values 
which will color their lives in the futures. Islamic teaching 
in this school wholly applies the principles of the ISBO 
concept on education. Truly, the Islamic education taught 

92 Gregory starrett, Putting Islam to Work: Education, Politics and 
Religious transformation in Egypt (University of California press, 
Ltd., Londong, 1998), p. 9..
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at in this school draw on the basis of Islamic teaching 
from the Qur’ān and Hadīth and the teachers are careful 
to convey Islamic religious values so that there is no mis-
understanding about Islam93. However, overall the crucial 
message of this school is respect for non-Muslim94. 

The Er-Risèlèh school has followed the Islamic teach-
ing ruling of the ISBO. This is clearly in the implementa-
tion of an Islamic teaching and learning process. For in-
stance, due to the limited school hour, more often Islamic 
teaching activities are assigned to student as homework. 
This action obliges the students to spend more time at 
home for religious study. This solution was taken because 
the compulsory recommended by the Dutch of Education, 
giving them higher priority than religious one95. 

The religious instruction taught at this school is based 
on a Islamic curriculum designed by the school’s religious 
education teachers. The subjects are ‘ibāda, akhlāq and 
sira. Following is a brief description of each subject based 
upon teaching material used. A further detailed analysis 
of the learning material will be conducted in chapter four.

1. ‘ibāda (worship)

Group one to group four do not use any particular 
books, rather the teachers freely present the studying 
materials. Thus the students will be given a short surā to 

93  Ibid.
94 Further, the headmaster of this school indicate that the teachers do 

not want their students after graduating from this school, to have 
negative image of non-Muslim in other to avoid hostility between 
Muslim and non-Muslim. Ibid.

95 The teachers are not only encouraging their students with Islamic 
instruction that will guide them to heaven but they are attempting 
to prepare them with other sciences for the necessity of their future. 
Ibid.
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memorize and some du’ā, such as al-Fatiha, an-Nās, al-
Falaq, al-Ikhlās, al-Kāfirūn, al-kauthar, an-Nasr and du’ā 
for eating, parents, studying and so on96. 

The primary materials for the fifth to eight-year stu-
dent are Islamitisch Godsdientprogramma97. In the fifth 
year the teaching concentrates on ablution (definition, 
function complete with Qur’ān verse), Hadīth and salā. 
This book presents the definition of salā, kinds of salā, as 
well as the salā orders. In addition, it includes the sort of 
sūra recitations used when performing the salā. For sev-
enth year students the topics consist of thahāra, ‘id al-Fitr 
prayer, and hajj. For the eight-year student the topics cov-
ered include tayammum, salā jama’ah, salā janaza and zakā 
(charity).

2. Akhlāq (Behavior)

Students of Akhlāq use Werkboek Achlaaq98. This book 
is studied only in the first until the fourth year of the 
school. In the first year the material covered included: 
greeting, behavior and truth.

The second year students’ materials are almost the 
same as those in the first year students’ book; however, 
the issues being discussed are assisted by some reading 
text. The third year students cover the same material as 
the first and the second groups. However, in case, there 
are some additional topics such as behavior toward the 
Qur’ān as the holy book for Muslims. This includes how to 
recite the Qur’ān, and the proper place of Qur’ān.

96  Interview with headmaster of the school on July 2002.
97  A. Oueslati en J. Ploeger, (Leiden, Project dien, 1993)
98  A. Oueslati en J. Ploeger, (Leiden, Project dien, 1993)
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3. Sira (history)

This class is offered only group five through to group 
eight. The book use for these level is het leven van de 
Prophet Mohammed (vzmh) en van de vier rechtgeleide 
Kaliefen99. The fifth year materials include the life of 
prophet and his descendent as well as material on other 
prophet. The birth of prophet is presented in the reading 
text and elaborates the place, environment, and his condi-
tion. His infancy is also presented as a reading text. All 
these narratives are accomplished by relevant verse from 
the Qur’ān and Hadīth and exercises for the students. 

The religious significance of Muhammad encounter 
with Gabriel in the cave at Hira is also discussed, as is 
the relevance of sūra al-‘Alaq; 1-5100. The attitude of the 
Qurayshi tribe toward the Qur’ān, the journey of the 
prophet from the masjid al-Haram to masjid al-Aqsa and 
finally to heaven, and the immigration of prophet and 
companions to Medina.

For the sixth, seventh and eight-year students, the 
discussion problem are a review of those discussed in the 
fifth year student’s book. Nevertheless, there are some fur-
ther deeper explanation the study for each of the first four 
Caliphs (Abu Bakr Siddig, Umar bin Khatab, Usman bin 
Affan and Ali bin Abi Thalib). For the eight-year students 
the class material also include of Badr, Uhud, Handaq, and 
Hudaibiyyah, as well as the genealogy of Ali and Usman.

99  Ibid.
100 J. Ploeger & A. Ousleti, het leven van de Prophet Mohammed, (Leiden, 

Project dien, 1996), p.25.
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b. As-Siddieq Bassisschool.101

This school was named after the first caliph, Abū Bakr. 
He was the first Muslim whose word were trustworthy 
and he never denied the prophet’s word were concerning 
God’s commandments102. This piety motivated the found-
ers of this school to name their school after him. They 
hoped that the school could create a new Muslim genera-
tion capable of carrying out God’s commandments for the 
sake of Muslims in their worldly life and the hereafter103.

The school is the oldest Islamic Primary School in 
Amsterdam104. It has 500 students and sixty teachers as 
well as schools administrator105. The staff and the student 
body consist of various ethnic group such as Moroccan, 
Turkish, Surinamese, African, Afghanistan, Algerian and 
Indonesian. However, most students are now Dutch na-
tionals since their parents have settled permanently in the 
Netherlands. Teachers and school staff are mainly from 
Turkey, Morocco, Egypt, Africa, Afghanistan, Suriname 

101 Information regarding this school was gathered by conducting sev-
eral observation and interview with some Islamic religious teachers 
and school staff who are in charge of the Islamic religious curricu-
lum. The observations were conducted on 16,19 and 24 September, 
and 3 October 2002. Information obtained during these observa-
tions included a school description, Islamic religious curriculum and 
books used in Islamic religious education. The school is composed of 
two campuses located in Amsterdam at Jan van Riebeekstraat 11-
13 1057 ZW Amsterdam and at Cornelis Dirkszstraat 6-8 1056 TR 
Amsterdam. The first campus was built in 1989 and the second was 
built in 1993. Interview with the Islamic teacher of As-Siddieq school 
(name withheld at the request of the interviewee) on 16 September 
2002.

102 As-Siddieq school voor Basisonderwijs, scoolgids 1999/2000, ( sticht-
ing Islamitische School Amsterdam, 1999), p. 7.

103 Interview with a member of the school staff (name withheld at the 
request of the interviewee) on 3 october 2002.

104 Ibid.
105 As-Siddieq, op. cit, p. 10.
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and Indonesia. Additionally they adhere to divers faiths 
such as Islam, Christianity and Hinduism106. 

From my first visit to last, the teacher and staffs were 
very cautious in welcoming and in giving information 
about the school to strangers. They have also requested 
that their names are withheld in this research for fears 
are infusing their students with hatred against the Dutch 
society. Moreover, they acknowledge they have no wish 
to assimilate to Dutch society because its culture is not in 
line with Islam107. The following explanations help us to 
understand this phenomenon.

This school is also officially under the Netherlands 
Ministry of Education and ISBO supervision108. It is ful-
ly state-funded, in that the Dutch government provides 
the textbooks, and other teaching and learning media. 
The Islamic teachers of this school disregard the Islamic 
curriculum designed by ISBO because they consider they 
consider this organization to have failed in providing stu-
dents with moral and spiritual guidance an essential part 
of curriculum does not adequately discus the problem 
associated with gender in Islam. Therefore, the curricu-
lum does not meet Muslim parents’ and Islamic teachers’ 
demands109. 

The school has arranged its own Islamic religious edu-
cation curriculum based on its teachers’ ideologies. Before 
commencing its description, the way in which the Islamic 
teachings are given to the students will be discussed.

106  Ibid.
107  Interview with the Islamic teacher on 16 September 2002.
108  Interview with the headmaster of the school on 3 October 2002.
109 The current Islamic religious education curriculum is not concerned 

with important elements in Islamic faith. That is as subject matter 
concerning life in hereafter. Ibid.
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In conveying Islamic values, the teachers have their 
own perceptions in understanding the two primary 
Islamic sources, namely the Qur’ān and Hadīth literature. 
They interpret these religious texts literally for instance, 
the obligation to wear a headscarf for female student 
which is based on the Qur’ānic verse Sūra Al-Ahzāb: 59110. 
The teachers interpret this sūra to mean that headscarves 
are necessary for girls in other to cloak their bodies. It 
also infers that women who are not in headscarves are 
unbelievers111. In brief, the teachers do interpret Islamic 
teachings based on its primary sources. Therefore, it can 
be said that the Islamic teachers are traditional funda-
mentalists112. Thus support their ideology it is obligatory 
for every female student who is aged ten or older to wear 
head covers. It is forbidden for people opposite genders 
to shake hands, and it’s compulsory to create a space be-
tween female and male students. These rules are applied 
for both students and Islamic teachers. In addition, these 
rules apply not only during the school hours but also in 
their environment outside of school. The Islamic religious 
education teachers, parents and even members of Dutch 
society disagreed with this idea, as rules are strict and 

110 It means “o prophet , tell your wives and your daughter and the women 
of the believers to draw their cloaks all over their bodies. That will be bet-
ter, that they should be known (as free respectable women) so as not to 
be annoyed”. The noble Qur’ān English translation of meanings on 
commentary, King Fahd Complex for printing of the Qur’ān. Sūra 
Al-Ahzāb: 59, p. 570.

111 Interview with official staff on the Islamic curriculum on 3 october 
2002.

112 Traditional fundamentalism is Muslim adherents who strongly be-
lieve that sharī’a is the only authoritative right through modern 
life without any limitation place and time. Everything that is not 
in accordance to the teaching both is unacceptable. Olivier Roy 
in “Has Islamism A future in Afghanistan”, William Maley (ed.), 
Fundamentalism Reborn? Afghanistan and the taliban, (Husrt and 
Company, London: 1988), p. 199.
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improper for a country where Muslin a minority113.

Islamic teachers object to accepting non-Muslim cul-
ture because they presume that it is destructive to the stu-
dent’s live now and the future. They consider that modern 
life and the modern world will only bring about a decline 
of Islamic student’s moral114. These fundamentalist ideas 
are taught to the students115. Students are recommended 
to isolate themselves from Dutch society116. The rationale 
is that children are easily influence by, and imitate, what 
is around them. Muslim parents and teachers are worried 
that the lifestyle of the Dutch people (sexual freedom, al-
cohol consumption, and inappropriate dress) will affect 
their Muslim children character. Teachers instruct stu-
dents not to watch some Dutch television program, such 
as movies with sexual content and nude advertisement, 
which expose the student to negative attitude. According 
to the Islamic teachers, these harām things will reduce a 
Muslim’s merit before God117. 

Imposing segregations with Dutch society is not 

113 There were some Islamic teachers and students who did not fully 
support this rule. Consequently, they left the school and moved to 
another school. Some Islamic teachers attempted to establish anoth-
er Islamic schools in the Netherland were at As-Siddieq school before 
(specific schools were not mentioned). The Dutch perspective is that 
the women in head cover are considered “conservative” and “stupid”. 
The Islamic teachers of the school are considered to not fully respect 
the freedom of the students. This implies that the Islamic teachers 
forced the female students to wear headscarf. Interview with Islamic 
religious teacher on 23 September 2002

114 Ibid.
115  A fundamentalism idea is one which “vehemently expresses the flaw 

of modern belief and to modern word it self” J.J.G. Jansen, The Dual 
nature of Islamic Fundamentalism, (Hurst and Company: London, 
1997), p. 1.

116 Interview with the Islamic religious teacher (the name is not men-
tioned of the request of the interviewee) on 19 September 2002.

117 Interview with the Islamic teacher on 24 September 2002.
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only for the students but also for the parents. In the 
Netherlands education is categorize into home and 
school’s education118. Religious education is not merely 
the school’s responsibility but also that of the parents. 
Moreover, the time schedule for the religious teaching 
within the school day is considered to limited to teach all 
aspect of the subject. Thus good co-operation between the 
teachers and the parents is needed in forming the stu-
dent’s Islamic personalities.

Muslim teachers hope that Muslim children have an 
environment where they can help each other in establish-
ing their thoughts, behaviors, and attitudes in conformity 
with Islamic way of life. The teachers believe that being 
accustomed to practicing Islam will provide the students 
with a solid Islamic identity. 

To support this attitude, a meeting between teach-
ers and parents is held once every three month119. It is 
aimed to foster a good relationship and co-ordination 
among them in raising and educating their children. 
Furthermore, it avoids any disparity the teaching of val-
ues between school and the home120. The Islamic teachers 
encourage and hope that the Muslim parents teach their 

118 There are public or private schools. See, Marinus M. Lourens, edu-
cation in the netherlands, (The Netherlands information Bureu, New 
York City, 1942), p. 16.

119 This meeting is conducted for the purpose of accessing the develop-
ment of the child at home and school. Interview with the Islamic 
teacher on 24 September 2002. Ibid.

120 This co-operation hopes avoid controversy between the teachers and 
parents. One on side, the teachers give the Islamic teaching value 
based on the Qur’ān and Hadīth. On the other parents want their 
children taught Islamic teaching in their coutry of origin. As a re-
sult, it often happens that children are send to another school which 
more closely support of views of the parents. The parents consider 
that the Islamic values applied in this school are those of the Islamic 
teachers. Ibid.
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children, based on the teaching in the Qur’ān and Hadīth 
literature. 

The teachers anticipate by that teaching students the 
nature of Islamic norms and values in their personal life, 
they will develop their personalities and gain a conscious-
ness of their responsibility to Allah and to Human beings 
in general121. The Islamic education that is taught is not 
restricted to worship of God, but also to prepare the stu-
dents to be Muslims in order for them to face the chal-
lenges of modern life in their future122.

Islamic teachings are generally taught on Fridays and 
on Saturdays for all students. Due to the limited school 
days, some of the Islamic teaching such a salā, adhān, 
iqāma and wudū are only taught through practice whilst 
at school (especially the zuhr prayer). salā is only obliga-
tory for students from group four to the group eight. In 
performing salā, however, the teacher is always the īmām 
(leader in prayer), and the students are ma’mum (followers 
in the salā)123. 

The Islamic subject that are taught include: ‘aqīda, 
‘ibāda, akhlāq and Arabic. Arabic is only taught to the stu-
dents from group three until group eight. Each subject is 
explained as follow:

1. ‘Aqīda (belief)

In the field of ‘aqīda, the Islamic teachings taught to 
group one and two include: the definition of Muslim, the 
shahāda (the confession of faith), tawhīd (knowledge in 

121  Ibid.
122  Ibid.
123 The students may never be imām because that the teachers are afraid 

of incorrect recitation. Interview with the Islamic teacher on 24 
September 2002.
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the unity o God), shirk (association with God), God’s attri-
butes, God’s Creation, the Qur’ān, the story of the proph-
et and his family, the children learn good behavior will 
ultimately lead one to paradise, the children learn about 
what is halāl (things allowed according to Islamic law) and 
harām (things forbidden according to Islamic law). 

For group three and four the material include: at-
tribute of Allah, the creation of angels, human, animals, 
plants, and evil; the attribute of the angel, shirk, the story 
of the prophet, shahāda, the ideas of paradise and hell, 
and definition of a Hadīth is.

In group five and six the topic taught include: the 
names and duties of the angels, the attributes of God, the 
Qur’ān, the prophet’s miracles, the story of prophet and 
caliphs, life in this world, the hereafter, as well as Hadīth.

For group seven and eight the material includes: 
tawhīd, the Qur’ān, the difference between īmān and kufr, 
study on Judaism, Christianity, polytheism and Islam, 
the children learn how to behave toward Christians, Jews, 
and Polytheists on Islamic way, the students learn that 
the Qur’ān is perfect book, they learn about predestina-
tion, and the history of Islam.

2. ‘Ibāda (worshiping)

In group one and group two the topic of study in-
cludes: shahāda, salā together with the du’ā (invocation of 
God), the students are taught to keep everything clean, 
wudū together with its du’ā, fasting, the students learn 
about social life, the significance of the Ka’ba function for 
Muslims. They also learn about ‘Id al-fitr and ‘Id al-Adh, 
the function of the mosque, the Islamic feast days. 
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The group three and four topics include salā124, wudū, 
fasting, zakā, hajj, Qur’bān, and the students learn the 
mosque etiquette.

The subjects for group five and six again include infor-
mation on salā. For these levels the students are taught 
its validity, the different kinds of salā, and its advantages. 
They are also taught about fasting, the hajj, and the rel-
evant prayers for ‘Id Al-Fitr and ‘Id Al-Adhā. Instruction 
also covers wudū, zakā, and information on personal hy-
giene (nails and teeth) as well as procedures on how to 
visit family and friends. 

In group seven and group eight the subject taught 
again include salā, wudū, zakā, the hajj and ‘Id al Fitr and ‘Id 
al Adhā prayer. The students learn about the prohibition 
of performing salā during hayd (menstruation), the pro-
hibition on sex outside marriage, tayammum (ablutions 
by using dust or stone), fasting including the different, 
Friday prayer (the requirement of Friday prayers during 
the khutba, jihād and the students learn the difference be-
tween dar al-Islam and dar al-Kūfr. The last issue is of par-
ticular relevance to this research. Unfortunately, no more 
details were obtainable.

3. Akhlāk (Behavior)

In group one and two the topics include: behavior in 
greetings, dress, table manners-specifically granting to 
Allah’s blessing before and after meal, basis social behav-
iors with respect to yawning and sneezing. The students 
are also instructed on the importance of punctuality, 
safety, obedience to god, forbidden behavior and personal 

124  It is obligatory for students group 4 till group 8 to perform salā zuhr 
(noon prayer) Observation on 23 October 2002.
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hygiene for the toilet.

For group three and four the topic include: tolerance, 
honesty, du’ā for meals, food habits, behavior for visiting 
sick people, behavior to other Muslims and non-Muslim, 
social skill such as respecting others and not blasphem-
ing. The students also learn how to be patient and the dif-
ference between good and bad.

In group five and six the student learn about feeling 
shame, keeping promise and honesty. The students also 
learn how to integrate with others, how to show forgive-
ness and mercy, how to respect minority groups, social 
behaviors and more on what is forbidden such as (animal 
fat, gelatin and alcohol).

For group seven and eight the subjects taught how to 
life simply and distinguish the good from the bad, how 
to keep the environment clean, calm under pressure, how 
to love the poor, behavior toward persons, how to make 
a vocational, halāl and harām in Islam, and how to make 
friends with the opposite gender.

4. Arabic language.

For group three and four the materials include the 
Arabic alphabet, and Qur’ānic passage such as (an-Nasr, 
al-Kāfīrūn, al-Falaq), and adhān.

For group five and group six the material also are from 
the Qur’ān, short sūra (al-Takāthur, al-Tīn, al-Qāri’ah, al-
Humazah, as well as some recitation in salā.

For the group seven and group eight the material in-
cludes tajwid, memorizing sūra al-Adiyāt, az-Zalzalah, al-
Bayyina and al-Qadr.
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c. Al-Ghazali Basisscool125

The school was name after Al-Ghazali (date) the theo-
logian, jurist, mystic, and religious reformer126. The found-
ers of this school chose this name because they wanted 
the school to develop Islamic values in accordance with 
the Qur’ān and Hadīth. What is more is that the Islam 
teachers of the school feel that values which are colored 
with bid’a (innovation) could be understand by younger 
Muslim generation in the future127. It means that, the re-
ligion of Islam is the religion of all Muslims. It is based 
on only teaching. There is no such thing as different ver-
sions madzhab such as Hanafi, Hambalit, Syafeeit, even 
Muhammad’s Islam in Islam, the true path is only one way 
that lies under the authority of the Qur’ān, the sunna and 
the understanding of the companion of the prophet128. 

The school was the first Islamic Primary School estab-
lished in Rotterdam. It was established in 1987129. Even 
so, the teaching and learning processes were only actively 
begun in 1988-1989 school year. Sadly, this school hither-
to still rent the school building because it leads them easy 
to move to another place if school’s environment seems to 
be inconvenience130. In the academic year of 2000-2002, 

125 Information about this school was obtained after observation and 
interviews conducted on 9 October and 17 October 2002 with teach-
ers and school staff who are responsible for the religious curriculum. 
The data concern schoolteachers, studens and the Islamic religious 
curriculum, as well as the text books used in Islamic teaching and 
learning process. The scholl is situated at Van Lennepstraat 17 3027 
AK Rotterdam.

126 Al-Ghazali School voor Basisonderwijs, 1999/2000 Schoogids.
127 Interview with the headmaster, Mehmet Akbulut o Al-Ghazali 

school, 9 October 2002.
128  Ibid.
129 Jan Rath, Western Europe and Its Islam, (Brill, Leiden. Boston. Konl, 

2001), p 171.
130  Ibid.
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the school had 320 students and fifty teachers including 
staff. The students and the teachers have different eth-
nic background including Moroccan, Turkish, Algerian, 
Indonesian, Egyptian, and Suriname. These are some 
non-Muslim teachers who teach seculer subject. Although 
the teachers have various faith (Christian, Hindu, and 
Islamic), they are very open-minded and able to transmit 
Islamic values to the students. This clearly seen by the su-
pervision on and guidance of non-Muslim teachers whiles 
the students performing zuhr prayer131. In addition, non-
Muslim teachers dress in a Islamic way. Female teachers 
wear a clothes from head to toe within school hours is not 
mandatory but merely out of respect for Muslim teachers 
and students, as well as Islamic values. The teachers are 
aware that their modest outfits provide a great impact as 
an example for the students. As a result, the students are 
averse to dressing inappropriate because of their teacher’s 
example132. Further, when classes start, the students have 
to recite a du’ā (al-Fātiha). The non-Muslim teachers also 
encourage this practice133. 

The Al-Ghazali school is also supervised by the 
ISBO134.it too has it own Islamic curriculum. However, in 
designing its religious, the Islamic religious teachers re-
fer to principles of education provided by the ISBO135. In 
determining the subject to be taught, the teacher’s major 

131 Non-Muslim teachers supervise the students while they performing 
their prayers because Muslim teachers are also performing salā. In 
Addition, the other non-Muslim teachers are teaching groups one 
to four, the students of which do not yet participate in the salā. 
Observation on 9 October 2002.

132 Ibid.
133 Interview with the Christian teacher on 17 October 2002.
134 See: http//www.owinsp.nl/producten/ibin/literatuur.htm. Accessed 

Augustus 2002.
135 Interview with the member involves with information of Islamic 

curriculum, 17 October 2002
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concerns are that the Islamic values included should de-
velop the student’s mind in their thinking and contribut-
ing to their religion and to heir society. In addition, the 
students should be able to differentiate good and bad , 
halāl and harām136.

The teacher’s basis principle in communicating Islamic 
values is to keep them relevant to the school and social 
context. Muslim are a minority group in the Netherland. 
Thus, teachers have to understand three elements: Islam, 
the Netherland and cultural diversity137. Additionally, as 
the student’s backgrounds are divers the teachers do not 
introduce Islamic based on the four schools of thought: 
Hanafi, Maliki, Shafi’I and Hambali as emphasing any one 
approach may offend some of the parents. Therefore, the 
Islamic values taught to the students are based on prin-
ciple directly from the Qur’ān and Hadīth138.

Due to diversity of background within the Muslim 
population of the Netherland, students are not encour-
aged to judge other expression of Islam. So school pro-
motes the idea that values imported by Muslim immi-
grants should be relevant to the situation in which they 
are enacted139. The Islamic teacher is aware that they live 
in another country where religious pluralism is common. 
Therefore, they should keep an open mind toward teach-
ing Islamic values. By so doing, it is hope that tolerance 
among religious adherents can be achieved. The teach-
ers hope their students do not judge, and infringe upon, 

136  Interview with the director of Al-Ghazali school on 3 October 2002.
137  Interview with the Islamic teacher on 9 October 2002.
138  Ibid.
139 The teachers of this school avoid the teaching their students that 

Muslim worldwide are the same. Also they do not encourage stu-
dents to believe that his or her belief is superior to that of another 
Muslim. Ibid.
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another person’s right and culture especially f they differ-
from the Islamic norm140. In a nutshell, the Islamic teach-
ers of the school instill the students with Islamic values. 
They foster respect toward other religious communities 
and cultures.

There are three type of Muslim in the Netherland. 
The first are those who interpret environment with their 
traditional life. These Muslim apply their faith from the 
country of origin. The second group is the reverse of the 
first group, this Muslim do not import their traditional 
way of life but the Qur’ān and sunna are normative. The 
third tries to combine the norm of both Islamic funda-
mental teachings and the traditional way of life with mod-
ern elements they encounter in the Netherlands141.

The Al-Ghazali school consist of students mainly from 
the third type perspective and enhance their knowledge 
of variety of religious belief and practices. They introduce 
the students the idea of diversity of values and concern 
for different communities that have become a part of stu-
dents’ society. The Muslim students take the values of the 
majority culture when they are considered relevant to a 
particular situation or experience. 

It is understandable that the teachers of Islam are in-
fusing the students with a sense of respect for another 
people. Muslim children are taught not to disparage a 
non-Muslim way of life. The teachers instruct their stu-
dents to adopt part of culture as long as it is in conformity 
with the Quar’ān and Hadīth. For instance, Muslim in 
the Netherlands may adopt some of the aspects of Dutch 

140  Interview with the director of Al-Ghazali school on 3 October 2002.
141 See in Jacques waardenburd “The Institutionalization of islam m in 

the Netherland, 1961-1968 Thomas Gerholm and George Lithman 
(ede). The new Islamic Presence in, p. 26
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society, such as respect for others, table manner or punc-
tuality, because they conform to Islamic practice142. 

However, there are also some negative aspect Dutch 
cultures, as far as Islamic values are concerned. These in-
clude sexual freedom, pre-nuptial co-habitation, alcohol 
consumption, and disrespect for elder members of soci-
ety and dress143. Despite these differences in norms and 
customs, however, the teachers do not forbid their stu-
dents from being involve with Dutch society. Rather the 
teachers instruct their students to be sociable and respect 
this alternative social environment, for instance, when 
a Dutch person invites a foreign Muslim to party, the 
Muslim should attend to demonstrate their involvement 
with Dutch life. However, on every occasion the students 
should keep to their faith. This social interaction is hoped 
to create good relation between Muslims and Dutch 
people. 

In the case of Islamic teaching, this school does not 
provide a special teacher on Islamic learning. It is hope 
that every Muslim teacher is able to master all aspects of 
Islamic life144. In Islamic teaching and learning process, 
the study materials are selected based on the demand of 
the students and the situation145. Religious instruction 
materials are tailored to the ethnic origin of the children. 
This process aims to provide Islamic teaching given in the 
context of some of the students’ countries of origin146. 

The Islamic teachers hope that through their instruc-
tion the students will maintain their identity as Muslims. 
Therefore, for younger generation teachers equip the 

142  Ibid.
143  Interview with the Islamic teacher on 9 October 2002.
144  Ibid.
145  Ibid.
146  Ibid.
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students with Islamic knowledge to ensure the survival 
of their spirit in a country where Muslims are a minority. 
In addition, teachers expect that the students should par-
ticipate in Dutch society. In principle, the Islamic teachers 
are open-minded. The Islamic values are established with 
a combination between classical learning techniques and 
modern values and challenges. To be clear, the teachers 
not only textually understand the contents of Qur’ān and 
Hadīth, but also try to seek solution in light of contempo-
rary situation147. However, all Islamic teaching should be 
based on the principles that are derived from the Qur’ān 
and Hadīth148.

The Islamic subject that are tought include ‘aqīda, 
akhlāk, ‘ibāda, sira. Each subject’s material will be ex-
plained as follow:

1. ‘aqīda

The subject taught from group one to group eight in-
cludes: tawhīd, angels, the holly books, and the arrange-
ment of the Qur’ān, short sūra (ayāh (2:256), sūra al-Alaq 
(96:1-5), sūra al-Ikhlās (112), surā al-Falaq (113), surā 
an_Nās (114) and the idea of predestination.

2. ‘ibāda

The subject taught from groups one to group eight 
include: shahāda, taharā, salā, zakā, fasting, al-Fatihā and 
Hajj, the Prophet Birthday, ‘Id al-Fitr and ‘Id al-Adhā.

147  Interview with Islamic schoolteacher on 3 October 2002.
148  Ibid.
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3. Akhlāk

The subjects taught from group one to eight includes: 
shahāda, the students lears of prophet’s behavior as a 
paragon, the necessity of ‘ilm, and the Islam economic 
system. In addition, they are instructed on their social re-
sponsibilities, obedience to their parents, reliability, and 
the respect for other creatures, tolerance, and etiquette 
(this includes for toileting, greetings, sleeping, eating, 
and etiquette at the mosque).

4. Sira

The subject taught from group one to eight includes 
the story of the prophets. The story of Habil and Qabil, 
Luqman, Zul-Qarnain, and the folk of the trench, Habib 
an-Nadzar, Azhab, Al-Kahf, and the story of the elephant. 

Based on the description above, the conclusion can be 
drawn that in general, Islamic schools in the Netherland 
provide general Islamic subject approved by the text 
books used, it is the policy of the Islamic teachers which 
determines what is taught. The teachers of each school 
have their own methodology upon which they base their 
teaching of Islamic values to their students. 

As-Siddieq school teachers were unwilling to accept 
the cultures that exist within their new country. They 
presume that it negatively influence the student’s per-
sonality. For this reason, they infuse the students with 
a sense of isolation. It seems that the teachers are lack-
ing in Islamic outlook and mentality with which to pur-
sue the non-Muslim culture. Meanwhile, other Islamic 
teachers, such as at the Er-Risèlè and Al-Ghazali schools 
encourage the students be integrated with the surround-
ing non-Muslim society. The teachers believe that the 
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cultural values which are inconformity with those of Islam 
strengthen the students’ ‘aqīda. This means that Islamic 
subject proposed to prepare the students with ‘aqīda as 
self-defence of moral contribution of the difference cul-
tures. Here, it can be understood that the teachers pre-
pare the students to be ready to face any cultural values 
which are not in accord with Islamic ones. Muslim can 
then involve themselves with all races and nationalities. 
Muslim should communicate to all kind of people. Muslim 
or non-Muslim. However, Muslim should remember that 
they have to maintain their responsibility to keep their 
Islamic identity.
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E. 
sourcE analYsIs oF 
IslamIc rElIGIous 
EducatIon tEXt

In this chapter the Islamic religious textbooks used 
in the Er-Risèlèh and Al-Ghazali Schools will be analyzed. 
The books used at As-Siddieq School are not going to be 
analyzed due to difficulties in obtaining them. During 
observations and interviews with the teachers and staff, 
they not allow the reading or removing of these texts as 
they were concerned with the book’s content being know 
by others. 

The authors of the Islamic textbooks used by the Al-
ghazali and Er-Risèlèh schools select Qur’ānic verse and 
Hadīth literature to best emphasize the teaching of Islam. 
Perhaps, the authors do not appear to consciously push 
their own opinion on the issue to be taught. Following is 
a description of each Islamic subject, from Er-Risèlèh and 
Al-Ghazali.

In teaching akhlāq the book used in Er-Risèlèh school 
entitled werkboek Achlaaq. The book was compiled by J. 
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Ploger and A. Queslati. In Al-ghazali school, the book 
entitled lesboek Islamitich Godsdientsonderwijs. The bokk 
was compiled by abdulwahid van Bommel. The teaching 
of Akhlaq at both, Er-Risèlèh and Al-Ghazali school al-
most the same. The difference is only that Er-Risèlèh, the 
textbook contains pictures. The pictures illustrate correct 
behavioral for daily life. Perhaps, it is an aim to make the 
subject more easily understood by the student. In con-
trast, the book used at the Al-Ghazali school elaborates 
the discussion without presenting picture. 

In teaching sira the textbook used by Er-Risèlèh fo-
cuses only on prophet Muhammad. The textbook entirely 
recount the prophet’s life, such as his social environment 
and his companions. In contrast, the Al-Ghazali school 
does not only the story of the prophet, but also other 
prophet. The stories of the prophets consist of their lives, 
miracles, and their personalities. In contrast, Al-Ghazali 
does not only present the story of the prophet but also 
other prophets. The stories of the prophets consist of 
their life, miracles, and their personality. The prophet-
ic message and the lessons to be learnt from each story 
for instance, the story of the prophet Nuh, where people 
were denied knowledge and the authority of God; Ayyub, 
Patience to God’s ordeal, and Muhammad, the maturity 
and the perfect of all elements brought by the previous 
prophet.

The materials for teaching ‘Ibadah is also are almost 
the same. It is mostly concerned with the Islamic attri-
butes such as righteous deed e.g., Daily Prayers and Saum. 

As a whole, the subject matters at both Er-Risèlèh 
and Al-Ghazali stress behavior and mores in Muslim daily 
live. The books explain that Muslim are required not only 
to show their best behavior toward their parents and 
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friends, but also to other creations of God, such animals 
and plants. Additionally Muslims have a sense of belong-
ing, a sense of unity, and a sense of brotherhood amongst 
Muslim. The contents of Islamic books at both Er-Risèlèh 
and Al-Ghazali are generally similar. However, Er-Risèlèh 
school does not use material with some contents that of 
the Al-Ghazali school. For example the Al-Ghazali text dis-
cusses the students behavior toward other religions and 
cultures but the Er-Risèlèh school text does not. Details 
on these differing as treated in the Al-Ghazali manuals 
only are given below.

a. Tolerance toward non-Muslim.
In learning Akhlāk, the textbooks of Al-Ghazali how 

the students should behave to a non-Muslim community. 
In their interactions with other religious adherents, the 
students have to help each other. In their contact with 
others key may not fight and quarrel. It is not permissible 
to defame one another and insult one to another. If there 
is a clash among them, a trace is not permitted. Qur’ānic 
verse sūra Al-Hujarāt: 10. 

This book also explains that all people must live to-
gether as we are all interdependent. Muslims, therefore, 
have to respect adherents of other religions. Muslim have 
to deal with non-Muslim kindly and justly unless they are 
clearly out to harm the Muslims. The Qur’ānic verse pro-
vides to support this lesson is Sūra Al-Mumtahanah: 8-9.

“Allah does not forbid you to deal justly and 
kindly with those who fought not against you on ac-
count of religion nor drove you out of your homes. 
Verily, Allah loves those who deal with equity. It is 
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only as regards those who fought against you on ac-
count of religion, and have driven you out of your 
homes, and help to drive you out, that Allah forbids 
you to befriend them. And whosoever will befriend 
them, and then such are Zālīmun (wrong-doers, 
those who disobey Allah)”149.

With respect to non-Muslims, the textbook set the 
example of Muslim behavior to non-Muslim. It gives the 
example of the prophet Muhammad who instructed the 
Muslim convert, Asmā b. Abi Bakr, to visit her non-Mus-
lim mother and treat her well. Even though, Asmā had 
been converted to Islam, it does not mean that she should 
not be friendly with her mother. 

The textbook also describes how some matters should 
not be ignored by Muslims in their relationship with oth-
er religious adherents. The book also describes some prin-
ciples should not be ignored by Moslem in their relations 
with other religious adherents. The principles: Moslem 
children are forbidden to participate in other religious 
worshiping. The Qur’ānic verse to support this lesson is 
sūra Al-Kāfirūn: 1-6. It means:

“say to (disbelievers in Allah, in his oneness, in 
his Angels, in His Messenger, in the day of resurrec-
tion, and in Al-Qadar.)!- “I worship not that which 
you worship, -“nor will you worship that which I 
worship, - “and I shall not worship that which you 
are worshiping. – nor will you worship that which 
I worship. “To you be your religion, and to me my 
religion (Islamic Monotheism)”150.

149 The noble Qur’ān (English translation of the meanings and commen-
tary), King Fahd Complex for the printing of the Holy Qur’ān, Sūra 
Al-Mumtahanah, p. 755.

150 Ibid.
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Another prohibition is that Muslims are forbidden 
to love other religious adherents who deliberately show 
an intense dislike to Islam and to Muslim. Allah confirms 
this order in Sūra Al-Mujādilah: 22

“you (O Muhammad) will not find any people 
who believe in Allah and the last day, making friend-
ship with those appose Allah and His Messenger 
(Muhammad) even though they were their fathers 
or their sons or their brothers or their kindred (peo-
ple). For such he has written Faith in their hearths, 
and strengthened them Rūh (proofs, light and true 
guidance) from Himself. And he will admit them to 
gardens (paradise) under which rivers flow to dwell 
therein (forever). Allah is pleased with them, and 
they with Him. They are the party of Allah. Verily, 
it is the party of Allah that will be the successful”151.

b. Social Responsibilities.
On the subject of social responsibilities, the textbook 

used by Al-Ghazali school explains that useful communi-
cation exist between the individual and society. The re-
lations pertaining to these social responsibilities should 
be based on kindness and consideration of others, for 
example the interaction with the neighbors, friends and 
acquaintances, fellow Muslims, all fellow human beings, 
animals and plants152. The social life of a true Muslim is 
based upon supreme principles and designed to secure 
happiness and prosperity for the individual as well as for 

151  Ibid.
152 Abdulwahid van Bomel, lesboek Islamitisch Godsdiensonderwijs, (no 

year and no publisher), p.49.
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the society153. Muslim should enjoy common benefit as 
he or she is enjoined to share common responsibilities. 
Ideally, racial prejudice of social injustice is non-existent. 
People will be united in their social behavior, as they are 
united in nature, by the bond of common parentage154. 

The book provides an explanation for the social life of 
Islam which is characterized by co-operation in goodness 
and piety. As Muslims people should expect to have indi-
vidual right, property and honor. In an Islamic society the 
individual cannot be different. He is enjoined to play an 
active part in the establishment of sound social morals by 
way of inviting the good and combating evil any form by 
all lawful means at his or her disposal. The individual who 
feels indifferent to his or her society is a selfish and im-
moral person whose conscience is in disorder, and whose 
faith is undernourished155. In addition, in Islam there is a 
structure regarding social life and social responsibilities, 
which is lofty, sound and comprehensive. Among the sub-
stantial element of this structure are loves for one’s fellow 
human being’s, mercy for the young, respect for elders, 
genuine feelings of brotherhood and social solidarity, and 
respect for the rights of other people to life, property and 
honor156.

c. Love the Neighbors.
The author explains that according to the Qur’ān and 

Sunna, Muslims are obliged to show kindness, mercy and 
sympathy to neighbors. It its implementation, Muslim 

153  Ibid.
154  Ibid.
155  Ibid.
156  Ibid.
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shows their warmth not only to their Muslim community 
but also to other communities. They should also show their 
appreciation of other faiths and find ways in which they 
can work together with people of other faith for the com-
mon good of society. The relationship among the neighbor 
should be based on the development of hospitality and re-
spect for those of other faith157. The book also explains 
that Islam calls its followers to live in harmony with all 
other people and so contribute to a world of peace, justice 
and hospitality. Islam view that the relationship between 
neighbors ought to be warm and lovely. Muslim should 
show well-mannered behavior to the neighbors without 
causing any kind of disturbance to them. The mutual re-
sponsibility amongst neighbors is significant supported 
by following Hadīth:

“He is not a believer who eats his fill when his 
neighbor beside him is hungry”; and : “He does not 
believe whose neighbors are not safe from his inju-
rious conduct,” (Bukhārī and Muslim).

157  Ibid.
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f. 
conVEYInG IslamIc 
tEachInGs In thE 

nEthErlands

This chapter starts by presenting the findings obtained 
from the in-depth  interview and participant observation 
by setting out the results of the Islamic Instructor’s par-
ticipants’ answer and deed conducted during their partak-
ing in the execute program. Then in more detail, Islamic 
Instructor participants interest in training themselves in 
the teachings as well as they maintain the teachings in 
their daily lives. 

a. The Aims of the Islamic Education 
Islam is the religion of da‘wa, which is therefore the 

obligation of every Muslim. Allah has stressed this obli-
gation to be carried out both individually and collectively 
by Muslims. According to Sayyid Qutb, the al-Qur’an is a 
book of da‘wa, “owning the origin of spirit, and becoming 
the anvil and controller in conducting Islamic da‘wa    ac-
tivity”.  158

158 Abdullah, Wawasan Dakwah…,p. 111.
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This argumentation shows that the target of Islamic 
da‘wa is intrinsically connected with the aims of Islamic 
teaching. Extrinsically, da‘wa is the way to convey God’s 
messages to human beings. Thus, the wish and purpose 
desired by Islamic teachings is the same as that desired in 
Islamic da‘w, namely to socialize Islamic teachings to hu-
man beings correctly.

All Qur’anic teachings must be conveyed through 
da‘wa as through da‘wa    the values of Islam will be able to 
reach all aspects of human life. The success of da‘wa    will 
be easily reached if it is conveyed in accordance with soci-
etal needs.

Generally, the target of Islamic da‘wa    is conveying 
Islamic teachings to all its adherents as well as to non-
Muslims. According to Syafa’at Habib the aim of Islamic 
da‘wa    is to form a constructive society in line with Islamic 
teachings.  In short, it can be concluded that the aim of 
Islamic da‘wa    is creating believing human beings who be-
lieve in Allah as well as having good behavior that fosters 
the salvation of life in this world and in the Hereafter. 159

In the Britannica Encyclopaedia,160 Islamic da‘wa    
has some significant targets: (1) to believe in Allah per-
fectly, namely to believe in the unity of Allah, believe in 
His angels, His apostles and the books revealed to them; 
(2) awaking human beings to do Allah’s commandments 
by fulfilling all observances, and following its regulations 
which have been decided by referring to the Islamic fun-
damental sources namely Qur’an and hadith; (3) improv-
ing human behavior in accordance with Islamic teachings. 

159 Syafa’at Habib, Buku Pedoman Dakwah, (Jakarta: Wijaya, 
1998), p. 533.

160 Encyclopedia Britannica: 32 Volumes, 2006, edition. 
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161 The important thing in Islamic da‘wa    is implement-
ing Islamic teachings in human lives universally. In other 
words, Islamic da‘wa    is expected to build optimism in 
society which could bring Muslims happiness internally 
and externally. 

Based on the explanation above concerning the aim 
of the Islamic da‘wa    that the Acehnese Jamā‘at tablīgh 
also set various ways and approaches to reach the aim of 
their da‘wa    namely to infuse the community with the 
Islamic teachings and, it is hoped that the teachings col-
ored every sphere of their lives. Broadly, the Islamic teach-
ings not only to be known by Muslims but also to be ap-
plied in all aspect the Muslims lives dealing with the direct 
obligation to Allah horizantally and vertically, that is to 
say, the Muslims relations with others. This the true aim 
of Islamic da‘wa.162

b. Principles of the Islamic Education 
The principles of the Islamic education in the 

Netherlands are the same as the principles of the da‘wa  in 
general. According to Abdullah, the general scope of da‘wa   
has been grouped into three forms: oral through social ac-
tion, development of da‘wa , and example. 163 

161 Cyrill Glasse, 1989, The concise Encyclopaedia of Islam, Stace 
International. 

162 Interview with one of Jamā‘at tablīgh’s participants, Lathif, 
on Feb 21, 2009, Cot Gue Mosque, Aceh Besar. 

163 Abdullah, Wawasan Dakwah Kajian Epistimologi, Konsepsi dan 
Aplikasi Dakwah, (Medan: IAIN Press, 2002), pp. 22-23. 
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a. oral Da‘wa    

Etymologically, oral is to call, to appeal with lan-
guage.164 Terminologically, da‘wa     is to encourage human 
beings to do good deeds and forbid them to do bad deeds 
to obtain happiness in this world and in the hereafter. 

Oral da‘wa     has the potency to call and invite human 
beings to God’s way for the sake of happiness in this world 
and in the Hereafter and uses the language situation of 
the people involved.165

The movement of da‘wa     bi al lisan (oral da‘wa ) is 
founded on the example from the era of the Prophet.  

Some literatures also states that the Prophet at the 
beginning of his prophecy preached by using the da‘wa     bi 
al lisan method. Oral da‘wa     had been conducted clandes-
tinely for three years. In addition, the Prophet also con-
ducted the da‘wa     bil hal, and da‘WA bil al-kitabah (through 
writing) which subsequently brought the Prophet success 
as the prophet and apostle. 

According to Abdullah, da‘wa     bil al-lisan is almost 
the same as tabligh.  Generally it is divided into two: the 
first is direct da‘wa     without media, namely the preacher 
and mad’u (listeners) are face to face. The second is the 
da‘wa     using media (channel) namely, the preacher and 
mad’u are not face to face.166

Some literatures also states that the Prophet at the 
beginning of his prophecy preached by using the da‘wa     bi 
al lisan method. Oral da‘wa     had been conducted clan-
destinely for three years. In addition, the Prophet also 

164 See Munzier Suparta dan Harjoni Hefni, Metode…, p. 219.
165 Ari Ginanjar, Rahasia sukses Membangun Kecerdasan Emosi 

dan spiritual EsQ (Jakarta: Arga, 2002), p. 38.
166 See Abdullāh, Wawasan Dakwah…, p. .224.
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conducted the da‘wa     bil hal.

Based on the explanation above related to the scope 
of da‘wa     in general. It is summarized that the Islamic 
education in the Netherlands played both da‘wa    : namely 
da‘wa    da‘wa    bi al lisan (oral da‘wa   ) and da‘wa    bil 
hal . In carrying out the Islamic messages, Islamic figures 
implemented these two scopes of da‘wa   . In da‘wa    bi al 
lisan, Islamic figures invite the community orally and face 
to face both at the mosque and outside the mosque. In 
this case, the Islamic figures deliver a certain matter to be 
conveyed to the community.

Da‘wa    bi al hal that almost all Islamic figures par-
ticipants apply the teachings in their daily lives. It is true 
that not all Jamā‘at tablīgh’s. Besides, not all of them are 
capable to communicate with others. However, they show 
their good character in their interaction with others such 
as helping others, and invite their family members to per-
form shalat in congregation. This way sympathize others 
to participate in the Islamic figures’ program. 167

Islamic da‘wa    is a resuscitation effort of the work 
ethos of human beings as the creatures of Allah. It is re-
lated to the ability of a person to do, to act, and to behave 
in accordance with his or her nature. It means that a per-
son owns high integrity and perfection. 168 To support the 
existence of critical resuscitation pluralism169 is the step 

167 Participant observation on July 20, 2009, Meulaboh, West 
Aceh.

168 In Qur’ān the effort to raise our consciousness towards others 
is found in  Q2:2-4, 177:39.

169 Pluralism is the conviction that we have no self-evident, in-
corrigible means of establishing the truth of our assertions. 
Zulkarnaini  Abdullah, 2007, Yahudi dalam Al-Qur’an: tesk, 
konteks dan diskursus pluralism agama, first edition, Lembaga 
Studi Al-Qur’an (eLSAQ) Press, p. 56.
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that must be taken immediately. 

The Prophet, in the history of the development of 
Islam encouraged a positive type of pluralism when he 
was in Medina with its diverse society of religions and 
tribes. One of the policies adopted was the “Charter of 
Medina”.170 With this political agreement, the Prophet 
succeeded in uniting the inhabitants of Medina. The 
method of the da‘wa    utilized by the Prophet was not 
through oppression.  The society of Medina with the com-
ing of Islam became a tolerant community, egalitarian and 
democratic. The Prophet succeeded in building a society 
that was fully civilized.171 This political document, then 
had a vital meaning in the history of Islamic da‘wa   . 172 
In addition, the principle of Islamic da‘wa    can also be 
seen in the rule of the Prophet before hegira. 173 During 
this time the Prophet never called his people or the peo-
ple of the book infidels or musyrik, or hypocrites, but he 
called them ya ayuhan an-nas, ya qaumy. Even for hypo-
crites before the fall of Mecca the Prophet used the words 
“ya ayuha ladhina amana”. He never called their hypocrisy 
“ya ahyuha al-munafiqun”.174

Generally, there are some principles in the spread of 

170 Fazlur Rahman, Islam, (terj) Ahsin Muhammad, (Bandung: 
Pustaka, 2000), p. 3. 

171 R.N. Bellah, in Beyond Belief, Edition Paper Back (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1976), pp. 150-157.

172 See,  A. Hasjmy, Dustur Dakwah Menurut al-Qur’ān, (Jakarta: 
Bulan Bintang, 1994), p. 292.

173 It is also spelled hejira  , or  hijra (emigration). The  Prophet 
Muhammad’s migration (AD 622) from Mecca to Medina in 
order to escape persecution; the date represents the starting 
point of the Muslim era. See, Britannica Encyclopaedia: 32 
Volumes, 2006 Edition.    

174 Said Aqil Husin Al Munawar, Al-Qur’ān Membangun tradisi 
Keshalehan hakiki, 2002, Jakarta: Ciputat Press, pp. 345-348.  
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Islam. The first one is the sustaining the human psyche 
and soul. With this principle, Islam disallows all kinds 
of maltreatment of body and soul. The second one is the 
protection of religion. For human beings, a religion is a 
life norm, which manages a human being’s interaction 
with others and with the creator.  The third is to fill the 
mind with the blessing of Allah. The fourth is to maintain 
one’s wealth. This principle attracts the most attention 
in Islam. Wealth is personal property that is protected in 
Islam.  Religion forbids human beings to obtain wealth 
and material things using haram (forbidden) ways.175

Through the explanation of the principle of the Islamic 
eduation, it can be concluded that the Islamic figures al-
most all the time conduct the instructions of Allah and the 
Prophet. It is hoped that all Muslims also apply the teach-
ings in every sphere of their lives. Besides, all Muslims are 
hoped to carry out the Islamic teachings as it is the re-
sponsibility of every Muslim. Since there is no Prophet at 
the moment, it is the responsibility of Muslims to spread 
the Islamic values. The Islamic figures perspectives that 
the Islamic teachings could not be applied only in certain 
matter but also in all places and time. It means that, the 
Islamic teachings not only could be conducted partially 
but completely as it was conducted by the Prophet. It is 
only could be accomplished through involved themselves 
in Islamic figures program. It is the way to train someone 
on the Islamic teaching.  

The material of da‘wa    is all Islamic teachings as found 
in the Qur’an and sunna. According to Muhammad Syaltut, 
Islamic teachings are divided into two, aqīdah (faith) and 
syari’at (Islamic law).176 Sayyid Qutb divides Islamic teach-

175 Ibid.
176 Badlihisham Mohammad Nasir, “An introduction to the 
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ings into aqīdah, syari’at and nizham (system).177 Besides 
the explanations above, there are still many fields such 
as aqīdah, ibadah (worship), akhlak (behavior), syari’at 
and mua’malah (relationship).  In brief, the materials of 
the Islamic da‘wa    must not be taken from outside the 
Islamic fundamental sources and must always esteem hu-
man beings. 

The most important thing in Islamic da‘wa    is the em-
phasis of tauhid (Oneness of God).178 Allah is the Creator 
of everything. He is One and Unique. He is not like any 
of His creatures. He has no spouse, no offspring and no 
partner. tauhid is a conceptual imperative: Oneness of the 
Creator implies unity of nature, unity of mankind, unity 
of religion, unity of knowledge, and uniformity of crite-
ria of judging people in the world and in the Hereafter. 
It is a psychological imperative, to purify our concept of 
God, to eliminate all forms of open and hidden shirk (as-
sociation of others as God), freedom from fear of death, 
poverty, dishonor, reliance on Allah, and remembrance of 
Allah.   It is also a social imperative involving compassion 
toward Allah’s creatures, animals as well as humans, unity 
of mankind, brotherhood of believers, uniform justice, 
and establishment of Allah’s commandments. 

Next there is Ibadat. The purpose of man’s life is the 

methodology of Da‘wa   in Islam”, The Islamic Quarterly 44(3): 
pp. 491–505 

177 Abu al-Majid al-Sayid Naufal, 1977. al-Da‘wa    ila Allāh ta‘alla: 
Khasa’isuha, Muqawamatuha,Manahijuha. Matba‘a al-Hadara 
al-‘Arabiyya. p. 45.

178 Say (O Muhammad: “He is Allah, (the) One. Allah-us-Samad 
(The Self-Sufficient Master, Whom all creatures need, He nei-
ther eats nor drinks). He begets not, nor was He begotten; 
And there is none co-equal or comparable unto Him.” Surah 
Al-Ikhlaas or At-Tauhid (The Purity).
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worship of Allah. Worship of Allah frees man from wor-
shiping others. The elements of worshiping are cleansing, 
intention, observing the form and order of worship pre-
scribed by the Prophet.179 The attitudes needed are humil-
ity, sincerity and concentration. The obligatory worship 
activities are salat (praying), saum (fasting), zakat (alms), 
and haj (pilgrimage). Other forms of worship are dhikr 
(remembering Allah), reading of the Qur’an, and istighfar 
(asking for forgiveness). This ibadat, is the principle of the 
the Islamic education. 

Purification of heart.  This includes contemplation of 
the Unity of Allah, removal of all kinds of shirk from the 
heart; trust in Allah and removal of fears of death, pov-
erty, etc. Love of Allah or fear of Allah which includes love 
and fear of Allah. , loving for Allah’s sake and hating for 
Allah’s sake. There is also the avoidance. In addition, pu-
rification of the heart includes avoidance of idle talk, idle 
pursuits, and idle thoughts.  Moderation in living consists 
in detachment from material things. Humility or avoid-
ance of pride means giving care to the manner of speaking 
and walking.  Lastly, keeping the company of good people 
includes avoiding ignorant and bad people except when 
helping them.  This is the principle material for Islamic 
da‘wa   .  All Islamic da‘wa   are rooted from this basic 
through in its implementation may vary. For instance, the 
Islamic figures who strongly cling to the six fundamental 
teaching of their movement. All their teachings are rooted 

179 In Surah al-Mulk: 2 is mentioned as one of two main purposes 
of human creation, Allah the Almighty says: “The One Who 
created death and life so that He may test you which of you is 
best of conduct.” By living according to the concept of Ihsan 
and by applying it to all that a Muslim does, he/she will be re-
warded and showered with mercy and forgiveness from Allah 
the Almighty. 
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from the basic material of the Islamic teachings. 

As it has been explained the material of the Islamic 
da‘wa, it can be drawn conclusions that the Islamic figures 
also convey the Islamic teachings the same as other Islamic 
teachings spread widely in Aceh. Although, the methods 
are different but the content of the teachings are the same 
as the teachings being introduced by the Prophet.  180 To 
see clearly on the basis and the method of the Islamic fig-
ures, it can be seen in the following explanations. 

Da‘wa    is the character of Islamic teaching. It means 
that Islam and Da‘wa    cannot be separated. Normatively, 
the Qur’an has ordered Muslims who are categorized as 
ahlul al-albab (deeply rooted in knowledge) to think about 
all things that are connected with the duty of human be-
ings as khalifah (vice-regents) in this world. Specifically it 
is their duty to help Muslims become a khairul al-umma 
(good community). There are at least three verses of the 
Qur’an instructing Muslims to carry out da‘wa   .  

Indeed calling on Allah was the mission of all 
Messengers and their followers, in order to bring the peo-
ple out of darkness and into light, from unbelief (kufr) to 
true faith (iman), from shirk (associate other than Allah) 
to oneness and from the Fire to Paradise. This call to Allah 
rests upon firm pillars, and is established upon founda-
tions that are essential. If any of these are missing the 
da‘wa    will not be correct and will not produce the desired 
results - no matter how much effort is expended and time 
spent - and this is the reality which we witness with regard 
to many of the present day calls which are not supported 
by those pillars and built upon those foundations.181.  The 

180 Participant observation on Dec 16, 2008, Banda Aceh.
181 Muhammad Sulthon, Desain Ilmu Dakwah: Kajian ontologis, 

Epistimologis, dan Aksiologis: Menjawab tantangan Zaman, first 
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following is the explanation on the characteristics of the 
Islamic educations. There are:

1. Al-hikmah

Al-hikmah is placing something in the right place by 
use of thinking, effort to arrange and manage, in accor-
dance with time and not going against God’s command-
ments. Al-hikmah is interpreted as al-adl (justice), al-haq 
(truth), al-hum (ability to endure), al-’ ilm (knowledge), the 
last is al-nubuwwah (prophecy). Al-hikmah also means the 
knowledge that is developed correctly and perfectly. 182

As a method, al-hikmah is interpreted as wisdom, a 
noble mind, and open heart.  A pure heart attracts others 
to religion and Allah. Ibnu Qayyim thinks that the proper 
meaning of hikmah is as was said by Mujahid and Malik 
who gave the meaning of da‘wa    as the knowledge of the 
truth and experience, the accuracy of the Dã’i’s words and 
experiences. This matter cannot be reached except by un-
derstanding the Qur’an and studying Islamic law deeply 
as well as the essence of iman. 183

From the above definitions, it can be understood that 
al-hikmah is the ability of the Islamic preacher to choose 
and arrange as well as harmonize the da‘wa    technique 
with the condition of the recipient of the Islamic preacher. 
Besides, al-hikmah is also the ability of the Islamic preach-
ers to explain Islamic doctrines and also reality with logi-
cal argument and communicative language. Therefore, 

edition, Pustaka Pelajar / 2003, p. 111.
182 Nuri Huda AN, Ahlusunna wal Jama’ah (Aswaja): Menjawab 

Persoalan tradisi dan Kekinian, 2007, Second edition, Lembaga 
Dakwah NU, p. 234.   

183 Hafidhuddin, Mutiara Dakwah, 2007, Albi: Kuawis, p. 345. 
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al-hikmah is a system which unifies theory and practice. 

In facing various audiences who have different levels 
of education, social strata and cultural backgrounds, the 
Islamic preachers need hikmah so that Islamic teaching 
can enter the heart of the listener correctly. Therefore, all 
Da’i must be able to understand the listeners’ background. 
Da’i also will deal with various perspectives in a society. 
The policy of the da’i is to figure out the solution in cases 
where there are different views. Allah said in the Qur’an: 

It means: 

he giveth wisdom unto whom he will, and he unto 
whom wisdom is given, he truly hath received abundant 
good. But none remember except men of understanding 
(Q.s al-Baqarāh: 269). 

2. al-Maw ‘izat al-Hasanah (good words).

Al-maw ‘izat al-hasanah  in da‘wa    perspective is 
very popular, especially in religious ceremonies such as 
the celebration of the Prophet’s birth,  Isra’ Mi’raj.  The 
term maw ‘ izat al-hasanah gets special attention with the 
translation “awaited event” representing the core of the 
program and usually one of the most popular parts of the 
program. Etymologically, maw ‘ izat al-hasanah consists of 
two words, maw ‘ izat and hasanah. The word maw ‘ izat is 
derived from the word wa’ida which means advice, guid-
ance, education, and warning. While the word hasanah 
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means goodness.184

Al-maw ‘ izat al-hasanah is one of methods in da‘wa    to 
invite people to the way of Allah by giving advice or guid-
ance with gentle words so that the audience wants to do 
good deeds.185 Maw’izat al-hasanah contains the elements 
of guiding, education, instruction, history, good news, 
warning, positive advice which can be guidance in life in 
order to get safety in this world and in the Hereafter. 

3.  Al-Mujadalah bi al-lati hiya alisan

Generally, mujadalah bi allati hiya al-isan means com-
paring ideas, dialogue which in these activities uses the 
language of da‘wa   . What is meant by da‘wa    language 
is oral communication. The oral language here means the 
sound of the language produced by the Islamic preachers 
and subsequently received by the ears of the public.186 The 
use of language in carrying out da‘wa    is implied in ac-
complishing the aim of da‘wa   .187  The concept of com-
paring ideas is recommended in the Qur’an, that Muslims 
should take into account the psychological factors of his 
or her interlocutor. This case tends to be directed to non-
Muslims. A Da’i must possess patience and be emotionally 
stable. It is said that when a dialogue takes place, emo-
tions are often out of control because the speakers and 

184 Ahmad Anas, Paradigma Dakwah: Aplikasi teoritis dan Praktis 
Dakwah sebagai solusi Peroblematika Kekinian, 2006, Pustaka 
Rizki Putra : IAIN Walisongo Press, p. 45. 

185 Ibid. 
186 Yusuf Awaludin Pimay, Paradigma Dakwah humanis: strategi 

dan Metode Dakwah Prof. Kh saifuddin Zuhri, 2005, Ranah 
Ilmu-ilmu Sosial Agama dan Interdisipliner (RASAIL), 
Semarang. p. 45. 

187 Mona Abaza, Marekts of Faith: Jakartan Da‘wa    and Islamic 
Gentrification, In: Archipel; (2004), afl. 67, pp. 173-178.
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listeners mutually defend their views and find fault with 
one another. This is the root of any dispute in society. 

Therefore, the concept offered by the Qur’an is 
muja’dalah bi al-lati hiya ahsan.  It means that in dialogue 
the situation and the condition of one’s interlocutor 
should be taken into consideration and always in friend-
ship, respecting and not disregarding each other. This atti-
tude will create a positive impression; the interlocutor will 
tend to think that he or she is being esteemed in thought 
and attitude.  Therefore, it is a must that a preacher should 
put forward a feeling of mutuality which is full of friend-
ship as is said in the Qur’an. 

It means: 

And argue not with the People of the scripture 
unless it be in (a way) that is better, save with such of 
them as do wrong; and say: We believe in that which 
hath been revealed unto us and revealed unto you; our 
Allah and your Allah is one, and unto him we surren-
der (al-Ankabut: 46). 

From all the explanations above it can be concluded 
that any methods used and applied by Muslims especially 
Islamic preachers should be instructed by the Qur’an. It is 
clear that da‘wa    should have a positive effect on human 
life. 

A friendly attitude, persuasion and wisdom are the 
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reflection of the Islamic preacher. The method of bi al-lati 
hiya ahsan is explicitly carried out with those who doubt 
or play around with religion. Hence, this attitude and 
good approach will create the impression that religion is 
not a thing to play around with. The role of the Da’i is to 
save religion.  
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G.
conclusIon

Islamic Primary Schools in the Netherlands are dif-
ferent from those in Indonesia. The main difference lies 
in the coordination of the school. All Indonesian Islamic 
Primary Schools are supervised by the government and 
use a standard Islamic curriculum. Hence, the textbooks 
and contents of the curriculum are the same. In addition, 
the Islamic teachers inculcate the students with a perspec-
tive of Islam based on government guidance. 

In contrast, there is no standard Islamic primary 
school curriculum in the Netherlands. Muslims in the 
Netherland come from different ethnic groups and teach-
ers in Islamic school have different perspectives and back-
grounds which are transmitted to the students in their 
teaching. The Islamic curricula are designed and managed 
in relation to diverse policies of each school its own cur-
riculum textbooks, and teaching content. 

The pillarization theory and verzualing system in the 
Netherlands allows for this diversity of curricula. Thus 
some Islamic schools in the Netherlands, for instance 
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the As-Siddieq school, the students encourage to iso-
late themselves from Dutch society. This influence was 
also noted the finding of Dutch school inspection report 
“Islamistiche onderwijs en sociale cohesi” which indicated 
that As-Siddieq in some minor matters was more nega-
tive toward integration. The school report also noted that 
more detailed information on this school remains lacking.

The teachers of the As-Siddieq school fear non-Mus-
lim culture will influence Muslim students negatively. For 
this reason, they do not encourage students to involve 
themselves with believers of other religions and with 
people whose cultures and ways of life differ from their 
particular view of Islam. The teachers instill in their stu-
dents the idea that they only need contact with neighbor-
ing Muslims in order to develop Islamic values in accor-
dance with their Islamic teachings. The teachers believe 
that Islamic teachings can only be found within a Muslim 
brotherhood and Muslim environment. Intermingling 
with other Muslim children can be assist with teaching 
and understanding, and students can guide each other in 
promoting their Islamic values.

Prof. Van Koningsveld’s observation that some 
Islamic schools in the Netherlands have been accused 
of the spreading fundamentalist ideology since their es-
tablishment appears to be supported by the As-Shiddieq 
school’s isolationist policies. However, this accusation 
cannot be so readily directed to Er-Risèlèh and Al-Ghazali 
schools whose policies are more integration in outlook. 

The teachers of Islam at Er-Risèlèh and Al-Ghazali 
schools direct their students to be tolerant and open to-
wards other beliefs and cultures. They encourage the stu-
dents to assimilate with non-Muslim society as mutual 
benefits can be obtained through interaction. The teachers 
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of both schools guide the students in which cultural val-
ues to accept, adobt, and apply to a Muslim lifestyle ad 
which one to avoid. Practically, student should not only 
discharger their duties through believing in Allah, His 
Messenger, as well His books, just by practicing obliga-
tory worship, but, in addition to this, they should fulfill 
the rights they owe to other people. That is why good con-
duct and nice manners with others are the real signs of a 
true believer and a good Muslim. Muslim children should 
carry on their imān and not sideline the teaching of both 
Islamic scriptures, the Qur’ān and Hadīth in their mixing 
with non-Muslim society. 

The conclusions of this thesis, focusing on religious 
education in Islamic primary schools, only partly con-
firm the findings of the Dutch school inspection report 
Islamitisch onderwijs en sociale cohesi, which was based 
on an investigation of their educational activities in the 
non-religious fields. Both studies agree in their generally 
positive appreciation of the Al-Ghazali school. On other 
hand, this thesis has not confirmed the rather negative 
inspection evolutions of the Er-Risèlèh school. As for 
the As_Siddieq schools both analyze have led to similar, 
negative conclusions about its role in the integration of 
Muslim children into Dutch society. They have also made 
clear that more detailed information on this school, which 
felt to threatened of exposure, would be most welcome

Educational system in the Netherlands is very differ-
ent from the educational system in Asia, America, and 
even in most of Europe. One of the differences of the 
Netherlands educational system is where departments is 
started at the very beggining at the basic level by consid-
ering students’ interests and academic ability. Assembly 
or Board Educational Assembly allows the follwing right 
in every educational inbstitution. Freedom to establish 
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schools based on ideology or any public purpose, freedom 
to deliver religious teachings based on the ethnics’ ideol-
ogy, freedom to set and to arrange the teaching-learning 
curriculum as well as the methods of the teaching-learning. 
More specifically, the Dutch education system is trying to 
achieve the educational objectives as follows: Carrying out 
justice to the various ideologies improving learning op-
portunities for various groups of different communities, 
improve mobility and social integration, maintain and de-
velop prosperity and welfare of the community, educate 
experts and develop his or her skills at different levels, 
increase democratization and emancipation, increase de-
centralization of administration and management. 

It has been a common feature concerning the 
Islamic atmosphere in the Netherlands along with the 
development of mosques and the Islamic schools in the 
Netherlands. 

Since the Dutch government does not interfere in the 
religious affairs of any community, it is an opportunity of 
the community to integrate themselves into the Dutch 
community. It is free for Muslims to participate in any ac-
tivity of the Dutch community. 

The Dutch Constitution stipulates that all the resi-
dents of Holland shall enjoy equal rights, and the consti-
tution also forbids any form of discrimination on grounds 
of religion, faith, politics, sex, or ethnic origin. 

Concerning religion and its religious teaching, it is a 
complete religious freedom in the Netherlands. It sepa-
rated from the state. No wonder that it has been mush-
rooming of mosques and Islamic schools scattered in vari-
ous parts of the Netherlands that have been built by each 
of the various ethnic groups. Additionally, in private sec-
tor, Muslims enjoy freedom in flexible hours during the 
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fasting month of Ramadhan. Again, some enterprises al-
locate special prayer areas for their Muslim workers.  

Education is compulsory for all, so that no segment 
of the society can be left behind as far as education is 
concerned. Public schools are free to introduce religious 
education. Islam and Islamic studies, including Arabic and 
other Muslims languages,are also given their due impor-
tance at the higher level of education, and there are sever-
al lecturers who lecture on such subjects at the university 
level. 
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